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Disclaimer
The information contained in this manual is the property of Sifos Technologies, Inc., and is furnished for use by recipient
only for the purpose stated in the Software License Agreement accompanying the user documentation. Except as permitted
by such License Agreement, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in
any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of Sifos Technologies, Inc.
Information contained in the user documentation is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment
on the part of Sifos Technologies, Inc. Sifos Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or
inaccuracies that may appear in the user documentation.
Warranty
Sifos Technologies Inc., warrants to recipient that hardware (“Hardware”) and the tangible media on which it supplies
Software will be free from significant defects in materials and workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of
delivery (the “Warranty Period”), under normal and intended use and conditions. Sifos also warrants that during the
Warranty Period, the Software that it supplies will operate substantially in accordance with the specifications supplied by
Sifos for such Software. Sifos does not warrant that the functions contained in the Software will meet a specific requirement
or that the operation will be uninterrupted or error free. Sifos shall have no warranty obligations whatsoever with respect to
any Software which has been modified in any manner by any third party.
Defective Product under warranty shall be, at Sifos’ discretion, repaired or replaced or a credit issued for an amount equal
to the price paid for such Product provided that: (a) such Product is returned to Sifos Technologies after first obtaining a
return authorization number and shipping instructions, freight prepaid, to Sifos’ location in the United States; (b) Recipient
provides an explanation of the defect or Software failure claimed; and (c) the claimed defect actually exists and was not
caused by fault, neglect, accident, misuse, improper storage, improper installation, improper repair (other than by Sifos or
its agents), fire, flood, lightning, power surges, earthquake or alteration (unless such alteration performed by Sifos or its
agents). Sifos will ship repaired Products to recipient, freight prepaid, within ten (10) working days after receipt of defective
Product. Except as otherwise stated, any claim on account of defective materials or for any other cause whatsoever will
conclusively be deemed waived by recipient unless written notice thereof is given to Sifos Technologies, Inc. within the
Warranty Period. Product will be subject to Sifos Technologies’ standard tolerances for variations.
TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, NONINFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED, AND THE LIABILITY OF SIFOS, IF ANY FOR DAMAGES RELATING TO ANY
ALLEGEDLY DEFECTIVE PRODUCT SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE ACTUAL PRICE PAID BY THE PURCHASER FOR
SUCH PRODUCT. IN NO EVENT WILL SIFOS TECHNOLOGIES BE LIABLE FOR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, LOST PROFITS, OR ANY SPECIAL DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL
OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE SALE AND/OR LICENSE OF PRODUCTS OR SERVICES TO RECIPIENT EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY
LIMITED REMEDY.
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1.

General Information

This document defines the publically accessible functions that allow a user to interact with a PDA-600 family
instrument. These functions comprise a binary Application Programming Interface (API) to the instrument. These
functions are implemented in a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) for use on Microsoft Windows platforms.
Any language that is capable of calling a C function in a Win32 API library can be used with the PDA-600 API. A
Tool Command Language (Tcl) extension library is provided to allow the library to be used directly from Tcl
(interactively or in a script). The PDA-600 family theory of operation, PowerShell PDA software file layout, and Tcl
extension commands are documented in the PDA-602 Technical Reference Manual and PDA-604 Technical
Reference Manual.
Any functions that do not include “4pr” in the name supports all instruments (PDA-602, 604) configured for 2 pair
operation. Any functions with “4pr” in the name is only supported by the PDA-604.

1.1.

Optional Features

Access to some of the instrument capabilities are governed by feature keys that are stored persistently in the instrument.
Some of the features (where noted by the “Option” part number) are optional, and can be installed when the instrument
is purchased, or possibly at the end user’s location (depending on whether or not the specific PDA-600 model being
used supports that feature).
Feature / Option

Description

Type-2 /
PDA-602-TYPE2
Conf_Test /
PDA-602-CT-AT
or
PDA-604-CT-AT
LLDP-at /
PDA-LLDP-AT
4-Pair
Type-3/4 /
PDA-604-TYPE34
Conf_Test-bt /
PDA-604-CT-BT

Enable Type-2 (25.5W) PD Powering and Analysis Using 2-Event
Classification

LLDP-bt /
PDA-LLDP-BT
LAN-Thru

Enable Type-3, 4 PD Powering and Analysis Using 802.3bt LLDP. (PDA-604
only) Requires PDA-Type3/4.

Enable Automated PD 802.3at Conformance Test Suite, Streaming Traces, &
Load Monitor.

Requires PDA-TYPE-2 for Type-2 PD Conformance Testing.

Requires PDA-LLDP-AT for PoE LLDP Conformance Testing.
Enable Type-2 PD Powering and Analysis Using 802.3at LLDP. Requires
PDA-Type2.
Enable 4 pair operation (PDA-604 only)
Enable 3..5 Event Classification (802.3bt Type 3 or Type 4 PSE emulation)
(PDA-604 only)
Enable Automated PD 802,3bt Conformance Test Suite (PDA-604 only)

Requires PDA-TYPE-3/4

Requires PDA-LLDP-BT for PoE LLDP Conformance Testing.

Allows control of LAN to PD connection (PDA-604 only)

2.

System Requirements

2.1.

Windows

XP SP3, Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8, Windows 10
Sifos PDA600 USB drivers
PDA600API.dll, PDA600USB.dll
USB 2.0 High Speed Interface

3.

Precedence of Code

Please be aware that while the intent is to keep this manual fully up to date with regard to the actual API library, the
source code furnished with a given software release may include extensions or changes that are not yet shown in this
document. The PDA600API.h file takes precedence over the enumeration, macro definitions, and function definitions
described in this manual.
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4.

Enumerations and Macro Definitions

4.1.

Enumerations

4.1.1.

PDA_ACTIVE_CONF_TEST_TYPE

enum _PDA_ACTIVE_CONF_TEST_TYPE { PDA_TYPE1 = 1, PDA_TYPE2_PHY = 2, PDA_TYPEN_LLDP = 4,
PDA_CONF_TYPE_TYPE_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_ACTIVE_CONF_TEST_TYPE PDA_ACTIVE_CONF_TEST_TYPE;
4.1.2.

PDA_ALT_SETTING

enum _PDA_ALT_SETTING { PDA_ALT_A = 1, PDA_ALT_B = 2, PDA_ALT_A_plus_ALT_B = 3,
PDA_ALT_UNKOWN=99 };
typedef enum _PDA_ALT_SETTING PDA_ALT_SETTING;
4.1.3.

PDA_BOOLEAN

enum _PDA_BOOLEAN { PDA_FALSE = 0, PDA_TRUE = 1 };
typedef enum _PDA_BOOLEAN PDA_BOOLEAN;
4.1.4.

PDA_PF_STATUS

enum _PDA_PF_STATUS { PDA_FAIL = 1, PDA_PASS = 2 };
typedef enum _PDA_PF_STATUS PDA_PF_STATUS;
4.1.5.

PDA_CLASS_NUM

enum _PDA_CLASS_NUM { PDA_CLASS_0 = 0, PDA_CLASS_1 = 1, PDA_CLASS_2 = 2, PDA_CLASS_3 = 3,
PDA_CLASS_4 = 4, PDA_CLASS_5 = 5, PDA_CLASS_6 = 6, PDA_CLASS_7 = 7, PDA_CLASS_8 = 8,
PDA_CLASS_1D = 10, PDA_CLASS_2D = 20, PDA_CLASS_3D = 30, PDA_CLASS_4D = 40,
PDA_CLASS_4D_OR_5 = 41, PDA_CLASS_5D = 50, PDA_CLASS_5D_OR_8 = 51,
PDA_CLASS_INVALID_SINGLE = 96, PDA_CLASS_INVALID_DUAL = 97, PDA_CLASS_INVALID = 98,
PDA_CLASS_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_CLASS_NUM PDA_CLASS_NUM;
4.1.6.

PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH

enum _PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH { PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_DEFAULT = 1,
PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_TLCE = 2, PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_TCEV = 3 };
typedef enum _PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH;
4.1.7.

PDA_CLASS_EVENTS

enum _PDA_CLASS_EVENTS { PDA_ONE_EVENT = 1, PDA_TWO_EVENTS = 2, PDA_THREE_EVENTS = 3,
PDA_FOUR_EVENTS = 4, PDA_FIVE_EVENTS = 5, PDA_EVENTS_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_CLASS_EVENTS PDA_CLASS_EVENTS;
4.1.8.

PDA_4PRCLASSIFY

enum _PDA_4PRCLASSIFY { PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_A_ONLY = 1, PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_B_ONLY = 2,
PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_A_plus_B = 3, PDA_CLASSIFY_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_4PRCLASSIFY PDA_4PRCLASSIFY;
4.1.9.

PDA_COMPARISON_OP

enum _PDA_COMPARISON_OP { PDA_GT = 1, PDA_LT = 2, PDA_EQ = 4,
PDA_COMPARISON_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_COMPARISON_OP PDA_COMPARISON_OP;
4.1.10.

PDA_CT_REPORT_TYPE

enum _PDA_CT_REPORT_TYPE { PDA_NORMAL_CT_RPT = 'n', PDA_EA_CT_RPT = 'e',
PDA_CT_RPT_UNKNOWN = 'u' };
typedef enum _PDA_CT_REPORT_TYPE PDA_CT_REPORT_TYPE;
4.1.11.

PDA_FEATURE

enum _PDA_FEATURE { PDA_FEATURE_LLDP = 1, PDA_FEATURE_TYPE1_CT = 2,
PDA_FEATURE_TYPE2_CT = 4, PDA_FEATURE_STREAM = 8, PDA_FEATURE_4PAIR = 16,
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PDA_FEATURE_BT_CT = 32, PDA_FEATURE_LLDP_BT = 64, PDA_FEATURE_LAN_THRU = 256,
PDA_FEATURE_TYPE34 = 512, PDA_FEATURE_ALL = 895, PDA_FEATURE_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_FEATURE PDA_FEATURE;
4.1.12.

PDA_FW_TARGET

enum _PDA_FW_TARGET { PDA_INST_CTRL = 1, PDA_FW_TGT_UNKNOWN=99};
typedef enum _PDA_FW_TARGET PDA_FW_TARGET;
4.1.13.

PDA_LAN_CONNECTION

enum _PDA_LAN_CONNECTION { PDA_LAN_CONNECT_THRU = 0, PDA_LAN_CONNECT_INSTRUMENT
= 1, PDA_LAN_CONNECT_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_LAN_CONNECTION PDA_LAN_CONNECTION;
4.1.14.

PDA_LAN_DUPLEX

enum _PDA_LAN_DUPLEX { PDA_DUPLEX_HALF = 1, PDA_DUPLEX_FULL = 2,
PDA_DUPLEX_UNKNOWN = 99};
typedef enum _ PDA_LAN_DUPLEX PDA_LAN_DUPLEX ;
4.1.15.

PDA_LAN_RX_STATE

enum _PDA_LAN_RX_STATE { PDA_RX_STOPPED = 0, PDA_RX_RUNNING = 1 };
typedef enum _PDA_LAN_RX_STATE PDA_LAN_RX_STATE ;
4.1.16.

PDA_LAN_SPEED

enum _PDA_LAN_SPEED { PDA_SPEED_10 = 1, PDA_SPEED_100 = 2, PDA_SPEED_1000 = 4,
PDA_LAN_SPEED_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_LAN_SPEED PDA_LAN_SPEED ;
4.1.17.

PDA_LAN_STATE

enum _PDA_LAN_STATE { PDA_LAN_LINKED = 1, PDA_LAN_ UNLINKED = 2,
PDA_LAN_STATE_UNKOWN = 99};
typedef enum _PDA_LAN_STATE PDA_LAN_STATE;
4.1.18.

PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR

enum _PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR { GRANT_REQUEST = 1, GRANT_MAX = 2,
GRANT_BELOW_REQUEST = 3, GRANT_UNKNOWN = 99};
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR;
4.1.19.

PDA_LLDP_POWERPRIORITY

enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERPRIORITY { POWERPRIORITY_UNKNOWN= 0, POWERPRIORITY_CRITICAL =
1, POWERPRIORITY_HIGH = 2, POWERPRIORITY_LOW = 3 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERPRIORITY PDA_LLDP_POWERPRIORITY;
4.1.20.

PDA_LLDP_POWERSOURCE

enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERSOURCE { POWERSOURCE_UNKNOWN = 0, POWERSOURCE_PRIMARY = 1,
POWERSOURCE_BACKUP= 2, POWERSOURCE_RESERVED = 3 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERSOURCE PDA_LLDP_POWERSOURCE;
4.1.21.

PDA_LLDP_POWERTYPE

enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERTYPE { POWERTYPE_TYPE_2_PSE = 0, POWERTYPE_TYPE_2_PD = 1,
POWERTYPE_TYPE_1_PSE= 2, POWERTYPE_TYPE_1_PD = 3 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_POWERTYPE PDA_LLDP_POWERTYPE;
4.1.22.

PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE

enum _PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE { LLDP_TYPE3_PSE = 3, LLDP_TYPE4_PSE = 4 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE;
4.1.23.

PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION

enum _PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION { LLDP_802DOT3_AT_TLV = 0, LLDP_802DOT3_BT_TLV = 1 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION;
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4.1.24.

PDA_LLDP_TRACE_TYPE

enum _PDA_LLDP_TRACE_TYPE { LLDP_POWERUP_TRACE = 0, LLDP_POWERADJ_TRACE = 1,
LLDP_UNKNOWN_TRACE = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_LLDP_TRACE_TYPE PDA_LLDP_TRACE_TYPE;
4.1.25.

PDA_MEAS_MODE

enum _PDA_MEAS_MODE { PDA_MEAS_MODE_AVERAGE = 'a', PDA_MEAS_MODE_FINAL = 'f',
PDA_MEAS_MODE_UNKNOWN = 'u' };
typedef enum _PDA_MEAS_MODE PDA_MEAS_MODE;
4.1.26.

PDA_MEAS_STATE

enum _PDA_MEAS_STATE { PDA_ARMED=’a’, PDA_MEASURING=’m’, PDA_READY=’r’,
PDA_STREAMING=’s’, PDA_MEAS_UNKNOWN=’u’ };
typedef enum _PDA_MEAS_STATE PDA_MEAS_STATE;
4.1.27.

PDA_METER_TYPE

enum _PDA_METER_TYPE { PDA_RDET = 1, PDA_CDET = 2, PDA_CLASS = 3, PDA_IDC = 4, PDA_VDC = 5,
PDA_PDC = 6, PDA_ITRACE = 7, PDA_VTRACE = 8, PDA_PTRACE = 9, PDA_IVTRACE = 10,
PDA_RDET_UNPWR = 11, PDA_4PR_RDET = 33, PDA_4PR_CDET = 34, PDA_4PR_CLASS = 35,
PDA_4PR_IDC = 36, PDA_4PR_VDC = 37, PDA_4PR_PDC = 38, PDA_4PR_ITRACE = 39, PDA_4PR_VTRACE
= 40, PDA_4PR_PTRACE = 41, PDA_4PR_IVTRACE = 42,PDA_METER_TYPE_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_METER_TYPE PDA_METER_TYPE;
4.1.28.

PDA_NETWORK_PORT

enum _PDA_NETWORK_PORT {PDA_PD_PORT=1, PDA_LAN_PORT=2, PDA_LAN_PORT_UNKNOWN=99 };
typedef enum _PDA_NETWORK_PORT PDA_NETWORK_PORT;
4.1.29.

PDA_POL_SETTING

enum _PDA_POL_SETTING { PDA_POSITIVE = 1, PDA_NEGATIVE = 2, PDA_POL_UNKNOWN=99 };
typedef enum _PDA_POL_SETTING PDA_POL_SETTING;
4.1.30.

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD

enum _PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD { PDA_SAMP_PT1MS = 0, PDA_SAMP_PT2MS = 1, PDA_SAMP_PT5MS = 2,
PDA_SAMP_1MS = 3, PDA_SAMP_2MS = 4, PDA_SAMP_5MS = 5, PDA_SAMP_10MS = 6, PDA_SAMP_20MS
= 7, PDA_SAMP_PT05MS = 8, PDA_SAMP_PT025MS = 9, PDA_SAMP_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD;
4.1.31.

PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE

enum _PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE { PDA_SINGLE_SIG = 0, PDA_DUAL_SIG = 1,
PDA_SIG_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE;
4.1.32.

PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS

enum _PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS { PDA_STREAM_PERFORM_CLASS_MEAS = 0,
PDA_STREAM_INHIBIT_CLASS_MEAS = 1, PDA_CLASS_MEAS_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS;
4.1.33.

PDA_STREAM_OP

enum _PDA_STREAM_OP { PDA_INSTANTANEOUS_DATA = 0, PDA_AVERAGE_DATA = 1,
PDA_DATA_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_STREAM_OP PDA_STREAM_OP;
4.1.34.

PDA_STREAM_STATE

enum _PDA_STREAM_STATE { PDA_STREAMING_OFF = 0, PDA_STREAMING_ON = 1,
PDA_STREAMING_STOPPING = 2, PDA_STREAMING_UNKNOWN = 99};
typedef enum _ PDA_STREAM_STATE PDA_STREAM_STATE;
4.1.35.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE

enum _PDA_TRACE_TYPE { PDA_VOLTAGE = ‘v’, PDA_CURRENT = ‘i’,
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PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT=‘c’, PDA_POWER = ‘p’, PDA_STREAM = ‘s’, PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE = 'V',
PDA_4PR_CURRENT = 'I', PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT = 'C', PDA_4PR_POWER = 'P',
PDA_4PR_STREAM = 'S', PDA_TRACE_UNKNOWN=255};
typedef enum _PDA_TRACE_TYPE PDA_TRACE_TYPE;
4.1.36.

PDA_TRANSITION

enum _PDA_TRANSITION { PDA_TRANSITION_POS = 1, PDA_TRANSITION_NEG = 2,
PDA_TRANSITION_BOTH = 3, PDA_TRANSITION_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_TRANSITION PDA_TRANSITION;
4.1.37.

PDA_TRANS_EVAL_METHOD

enum _PDA_TRANS_EVAL_METHOD { PDA_WINDOWED_AVG = 1, PDA_DIFFERENCE = 2, PDA_RAW = 3,
PDA_TRANS_EVAL_UNKNOWN = 99 };
typedef enum _PDA_TRANS_EVAL_METHOD PDA_TRANS_EVAL_METHOD;
4.1.38.

PDA_TRIG_LEVEL

enum _PDA_TRIG_LEVEL { PDA_ABOVE = ‘a’, PDA_BELOW =’b’ };
typedef enum _PDA_TRIG_LEVEL PDA_TRIG_LEVEL;
4.1.39.

PDA_TRIG_MODE

enum _PDA_TRIG_MODE { PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE = ‘g’,PDA_TRIG_SOURCE =’v’,
PDA_TRIG_CLASS =’c’ , PDA_TRIG_VTRANS = 'n', PDA_TRIG_STOP = 's', PDA_TRIG_UNKNOWN=255};
typedef enum _PDA_TRIG_MODE PDA_TRIG_MODE;
4.1.40.

PDA_VPORT_SLEW

enum _PDA_VPORT_SLEW { PDA_FAST = 1, PDA_SLOW = 2, PDA_VPORT_SLEW_UNKNOWN=99};
typedef enum _PDA_VPORT_SLEW PDA_VPORT_SLEW;
4.1.41.

PDA_VPORT_STATE

enum _PDA_VPORT_STATE { PDA_VPORT_OFF = 0, PDA_VPORT_ON = 1, PDA_VPORT_RAMPING = 2,
PDA_VPORT_UNKNOWN=99};
typedef enum _PDA_VPORT_STATE PDA_VPORT_STATE;
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4.2.

Macros

#define PDA_OK 0
#define PDA_ERROR 1
#define PDA_LAN_INIT_ERROR 2
define PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG 512
#define PDA_LEN_SN 8
#define PDA_LEN_MODEL_NUM 4
#define PDA_LEN_FEATURE_KEY 16
#define PDA_MAX_PATH_LEN 257
#define PDA_SELFTEST_RESULTS_LEN 2048
#define PDA600_ROOT_ENV_VAR "PDA600_ROOT"
#define PDA600_HOME_ENV_VAR "PDA600_HOME"
#define DEFAULT_32_BIT_XP_HOME_PATH "/Program Files/Sifos/PDA600"
#define DEFAULT_64_BIT_XP_HOME_PATH "/Program Files (x86)/Sifos/PDA-600"
#define DEFAULT_HOME_PATH "/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600"
#define DEFAULT_32_BIT_XP_RESULTS_PATH "/Program Files/Sifos/PDA600/results"
#define DEFAULT_64_BIT_XP_RESULTS_PATH "/Program Files (x86)/Sifos/PDA-600/results"
#define DEFAULT_RESULTS_PATH "/Users/Public/Sifos/PDA600/results"
#define DEFAULT_TRACE_FILE "pda600_trace_data.csv"
#define TRACE_TEMPLATE_FILE "pda600_trace_report.xlsm"
#define DEFAULT_CONF_TEST_FILE "pda600_conf_test_data.csv"
#define CONF_TEST_TEMPLATE_FILE "pda600_ct_report.xlsm"
#define LLDP_TRACE_LOG_FILE "pda600_lldp_trace_log.txt"
#define LLDP_RPT_RAW_DATA_FILE "pse_emul_trace.txt"
#define MIN_VALID_RDET 23700.0
#define MAX_VALID_RDET 26300.0
#define MAX_VALID_CDET 0.12
#define MIN_VPORT_LEVEL 28.0
#define MAX_VPORT_LEVEL 57.0
#define LOW_RANGE_MAX_V 43.9
#define MIN_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE1 37.0
#define MIN_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE2 42.5

// ohms
// ohms
// uF
// VDC
// VDC
// VDC
// VDC
// VDC

#define DEFAULT_ATCT_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE2 43.5 // VDC
#define DEFAULT_ATCT_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE1 56.0 // VDC
#define DEFAULT_BTCT_VPORT_LEVEL_MIN 45.3 // VDC
#define DEFAULT_BTCT_VPORT_LEVEL_MAX 56.0 // VDC
#define DEFAULT_MULTI_CYCLES 3
#define DEFAULT_RDET_BACKOFF 350
#define DEFAULT_CDET_BACKOFF 1500
#define DEFAULT_ICLASS_BACKOFF 250
#define DEFAULT_ICLASS_MARK2 370
#define DEFAULT_OFF_TIME 10
#define DEFAULT_PHY_ON_TIME 10
#define DEFAULT_LLDP_ON_TIME 60

// msec
// msec
// msec
// msec
// seconds
// seconds
// seconds

#define MAX_MEASUREMENT_COUNT 64
#define MAX_MEASUREMENT_DELAY 4000

// msec

#define MAX_NUMBER_EVENTS 3
#define MAX_MARK_WIDTH 375

// msec

#define ONE_EVENT_CLASSIFICATION
#define TWO_EVENT_CLASSIFICATION
#define THREE_EVENT_CLASSIFICATION

1
2
3

#define MAX_NUMBER_AVERAGES 64
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#define MIN_TEST_CYCLES 1
#define MAX_TEST_CYCLES 10
#define MIN_CYCLES_COUNT 1
#define MAX_CYCLES_COUNT 64
#define MIN_PHY_ON_TIME 5
#define MAX_PHY_ON_TIME 120
#define MIN_LLDP_ON_TIME 30
#define MAX_LLDP_ON_TIME 500

// seconds
// seconds
// seconds
// seconds

#define MIN_OFF_TIME 5
#define MAX_OFF_TIME 30

// seconds
// seconds

#define MAX_TRACE_POINTS 1280
#define END_OF_TRACE 99999.9
#define TIME_PER_STREAM_SAMPLE_5MS_PERIOD 0.005
#define TIME_PER_STREAM_SAMPLE_10MS_PERIOD 0.01
#define MAX_STREAM_LENGTH_5MS_PERIOD 5242
// seconds. This is 1048400 samples (at 0.005 seconds/sample),
// therefore rows in the resulting .CSV file. 1048576 rows is
// the max that Excel can handle.
#define MAX_STREAM_LENGTH_10MS_PERIOD 10485
// seconds. This is 1048500 samples (at 0.01 seconds/sample),
// therefore rows in the resulting .CSV file. 1048576 rows is
// the max that Excel can handle.
#define PDA_LEN_MAC_ADDR 6
#define MAX_LENGTH_LLDPDU 1518
#define MAX_LENGTH_LLDPDU_AS_ASCII_HEX ((2 * MAX_LENGTH_LLDPDU) + 1)
#ifdef _WIN32
#define CALL_CONV _stdcall
#else
#define CALL_CONV
#endif
#define UNPACK_PDA600_VERSION(verNum,major,minor,version,build) { \
long lVal = (long) verNum; \
major = (int) ((lVal & PDA600_VER_MAJOR_MASK) >> PDA600_VER_MAJOR_FACTOR); \
minor = (int) ((lVal & PDA600_VER_MINOR_MASK) >> PDA600_VER_MINOR_FACTOR); \
version = (int) ((lVal & PDA600_VER_VERSION_MASK) >> PDA600_VER_VERSION_FACTOR); \
build = (int) ((lVal & PDA600_VER_BUILD_MASK) >> PDA600_VER_BUILD_FACTOR); \

}
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5.

Function Definitions

5.1.

Calling Convention

On Windows platforms, there are three distinct calling conventions that can be defined for C functions. The publically
accessible functions in the PDA-600 API Library are defined with the “_stdcall” calling convention. This calling
convention is defined in PDA600API.h with the macro CALL_CONV.

5.2.

Initialization

5.2.1.

pda_initialize

Loads the underlying PDA-600 USB driver library, and initializes the subordinate USB libraries used by that driver.
The list of devices discovered by the operating system as a result of USB enumeration will be inspected during this
initialization, and information about any PDA-600 instruments found in that list will be stored by the driver to support
connection to those instruments using pda_connect or pda_connect_dev. Note that the PDA-600 instruments must be
connected to USB ports before this function is called. Devices will not be accessible if they are connected after this
function is called (i.e. “hot plugging” is not supported).
This function is normally intended to be called once during the lifetime of the process that has loaded the library. The
companion function pda_shutdown has been provided to close the device connections and unload the underyling
library, which allows pda_initialize to be be called without having to exit and re-start the hosting process. This order of
operation allows instruments that were connected after the library was initialized to be ‘discovered’ during the subquent
re-initialization, since they should now be included in the enumeration list.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_initialize(int *numDevices);
Parameters
int *numDevices

- a pointer to a 4-byte integer location that will be used to store the number of devices discovered
during driver initialization.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.

5.2.2.

pda_shutdown

Unloads the underlying PDA-600 USB driver library, releasing all resources used by the underlying USB libraries used
by that driver, and clears all of the persistent data that is managed for instruments by the API library.
If the Strip Chart window is active (as a result of calling pda_show_trace_on_strip_chart), a WM_CLOSE message will
be sent to gracefully terminate the Strip Chart dialog window. If the termination is NOT successful (which is not an
expected outcome), and the Strip Chart window is not successfully closed, this may leave an orphan process running
that the user will have to kill using Task Manager. It is recommended that pda_stop_strip_chart be called before calling
pda_shutdown, to provide direct visibility to the calling program that the Strip Chart dialog window has successfully
closed.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_shutdown(void);
Parameters
None
Returns
PDA_OK.
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5.3.

Connection Management

5.3.1.

pda_get_serial_number

Returns the serial number of the defined PDA-600 device. If there is no entry for the specified device, an error will be
returned. An entry for a given device will only exist if the device was connected when pda_initialize was called, and
the device was discovered during enumeration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_serial_number(int deviceNum, char **serial_number);
Parameters
int deviceNum

- an integer that defines the PDA-600 for which the serial number is requested. Valid values: 1..8

char **serial_number - a pointer to a char * location that will be used to return a pointer to the serial number string (a
NULL terminated char array) for the defined instrument. NOTE: this is storage that is allocated
internally by the library, and the caller MUST NOT attempt to alter the indicated location in
memory. For programming environments that cannot pass a char **, use
pda_get_serial_number_cpy, and allocate storage for the serial number locally.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.3.2.

pda_get_serial_number_cpy

Returns the serial number of the defined PDA-600 device. If there is no entry for the specified device, an error will be
returned. An entry for a given device will only exist if the device was connected when pda_initialize was called, and
the device was discovered during enumeration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_serial_number_cpy(int deviceNum, char *sn, int len_sn);
Parameters
int deviceNum

- an integer that defines the PDA-600 for which the serial number is requested. Valid values: 1..8

char *sn

- a pointer to a char array that will be used to return the serial number string (a NULL terminated
char array) for the defined instrument. Must be at least len_sn long.

int len_sn

- a 4-byte integer that defines the length of sn[ ].

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.3.3.

pda_get_instrument_count

Identifies how may PDA-600s were identified when pda_initialize was called.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_instrument_count(void);
Parameters
None
Returns
Number of instruments discovered.
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5.3.4.

pda_connect

Establishes a connection to the defined PDA-600. The serial number must be in the list that can be retrieved by calling
pda_list_instruments.
NOTE: do not call this function if attempting to recover from a failed firmware update. Use pda_open_io_handle.
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, the first call to pda_connect (before instrument settings have been read) will cause a
check of the version of firmware that the instrument is running. If the instrument is a PDA-602A, any version earlier
than 1.09 will cause a warning to be displayed, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated. For a PDA-602B or
PDA-604A, any version earlier than 2.04 will cause a warning to be displayed, indicating that the firmware needs to be
updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_connect(char *serial_number, int * handle);
Parameters
char *serial_number - a pointer to a NULL terminated string that defines the serial number of the PDA-600 to connect
to.
int *handle

- a pointer to a 4-byte integer location that will be used to return a handle for the specified
instrument. This handle will be used for all subsequent operations with this instrument.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.3.5.

pda_connect_dev

Establishes a connection to the defined PDA-600. The device number must correspond to an entry for a device
discovered by pda_initialize.
NOTE: do not call this function if attempting to recover from a failed firmware update. Use pda_open_io_handle.
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, the first call to pda_connect (before instrument settings have been read) will cause a
check of the version of firmware that the instrument is running. If the instrument is a PDA-602A, any version earlier
than 1.09 will cause a warning to be displayed, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated. For a PDA-602B or
PDA-604A, any version earlier than 2.04 will cause a warning to be displayed, indicating that the firmware needs to be
updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_connect_dev(int deviceNum, int * handle);
Parameters
int deviceNum
int *handle

- an integer that defines the PDA-600 to connect to. Valid values: 1..8
- a pointer to a 4-byte integer location that will be used to return a handle for the specified
instrument. This handle will be used for all subsequent operations with this instrument.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.3.6.

pda_open_io_handle

Establishes a primitive connection to the defined PDA-600.
NOTE: this function should only be used when attempting to recover from a failed firmware update. The connection
that is established by this function cannot be used for normal I/O with the instrument, as the required initialization
performed during a normal connection is inhibited.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_open_io_handle(char *serial_number, int * handle);
Parameters
char *serial_number - a pointer to a NULL terminated string that defines the serial number of the PDA-600 to connect
to.
int *handle

- a pointer to a 4-byte integer location that will be used to return a handle for the specified
instrument. This handle will be used for all subsequent operations with this instrument.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.3.7.

pda_list_instruments

Provides a list of the PDA-600s that were identified during USB enumeration. The list is returned as a set of comma
separated value pairs: DeviceNum, SerialNumber.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_list_instruments(char *buf, int buf_len);
Parameters
char * buf

int buf_len

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store a string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters. Each instrument will require 11 bytes, so max length
required is 89 (8 instruments plus NULL terminating byte).
- length of the character array pointed to by *buf.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.3.8.

pda_clear_settings_read_flag

Clears a flag that is set when the instrument identified by handle was first connected to. This flag is cached in the API
library, and inhibits subsequent read of settings from the instrument if pda_connect is called again. Clearing the flag
will cause the settings to be read the next time pda_connect is called.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_clear_settings_read_flag (int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to the specific PDA-600 to clear the flag for, returned by pda_connect (or
pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.4.

Front End Configuration Control

5.4.1.

pda_set_alt

Defines the Pairs to be used to furnish power to the DUT.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_alt(int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING setting);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING setting - PDA_ALT_A | PDA_ALT_B | PDA_ALT_A_plus_ALT_B
NOTE: PDA_ALT_A_plus_ALT_B requires the 4-pair feature, which will is supported by the PDA-604.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.4.2.

pda_get_alt

Queries the instrument for the Pairs being used to furnish power to the DUT.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_alt(int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING *setting);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING * setting - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.4.3.

pda_set_polarity

Defines the polarity of the Pairs being used to furnish power to the DUT.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_polarity(int handle, PDA_POL_SETTING setting, PDA_ALT_SETTING pair);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_POL_SETTING setting - PDA_POSITIVE | PDA_NEGATIVE
PDA_ALT_SETTING pair

- PDA_ALT_A | PDA_ALT_B | PDA_ALT_A_plus_ALT_B

NOTE: PDA_ALT_A_plus_ALT_B requires the 4-pair feature, which will be supported by a future PDA-600 model
that is pending completion of the 802.3bt specification.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.4.4.

pda_get_polarity

Queries the instrument for the polarity setting for the Pairs being used to furnish power to the DUT.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_polarity(int handle, PDA_POL_SETTING *pairA, PDA_POL_SETTING *pairB);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_POL_SETTING * pairA

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting for the ALT A pair in.

PDA_POL_SETTING * pairB

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting for the ALT B pair in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.

Port Voltage Control

5.5.1.

pda_set_vport_level

Defines the VPort_PD level to be applied to the DUT. The level will be changed without disturbing the Source state,
allowing VPort_PD to be altered on-the-fly when the state is PDA_VPORT_ON.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_vport_level(int handle, double level);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double level

- the VPort_PD level, in units VDC. Available range is 28.0 – 57.0 VDC, in 0.1 increments.

NOTE: if the VPort_PD level is changed by more than 2V in a positive direction, and the new level crosses 43.9VDC, the
change will be broken in to either two or three discrete steps, to minimize overshoot that can occur when the
voltage supply in the instrument is switched from a LOW range to a HIGH range.
NOTE: if the VPort_PD level is changed in a negative direction, and the DUT is imposing a very light load (<10mA),
there will be a settling time in the range of 50 – 100 milliseconds in duration before the new level is achieved.
Some loading is required for the voltage supply regulation to respond rapidly.
The VPort_PD level is calibrated during manufacturing with a 50mA load imposed on the source, at the end of a short
(~3’) patch cable. The output has an effective resistance of approximately 0.3Ω, which will cause a voltage drop
internal to the instrument at higher load currents. For example, with a Powered Device drawing 600mA, the actual
output at the RJ-45 jack will be reduced by 0.6A * 0.3Ω = 0.18 VDC.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.2.

pda_get_vport_level

Queries the instrument for the VPort_PD level to be applied to the DUT.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vport_level(int handle, double *level);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double level

- pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the VPort_PD level in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.3.

pda_set_vport_slew

Sets the slew rate behavior of the Source that will be exhibited when turning the state ON or OFF.
When the Source state is initially OFF, and the PDA_SLOW slew rate is specified, the output will be turned ON, and
voltage will be stepped from 28VDC to level using a calculated step size, dwelling for approximately 20 msec at each
step. When PDA_FAST is specified, the output is turned ON and the voltage is immediately set to level.
When the Source state is initially ON, the PDA_SLOW slew rate will step from the last VPort_PD level set down to
28VDC, then the output will be turned OFF. When PDA_FAST is specified, the output is simply turned OFF.
NOTE: the final DAC setting and step size are based on the nominal VPort_PD level cached when pda_set_vport_level is
called. Based on this, pda_set_vport_level should be called BEFORE calling pda_set_vport_slew, when
configuring the instrument for a SLOW slew rate.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_vport_slew(int handle, PDA_VPORT_SLEW rate);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_VPORT_SLEW rate

- PDA_FAST | PDA_SLOW

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.4.

pda_get_vport_slew

Queries the instrument for the Source slew rate setting.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vport_state(int handle, PDA_VPORT_SLEW *rate);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_VPORT_SLEW *rate - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the rate in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.5.

pda_set_vport_slew_parameters

Sets the step size and dwell time for each step for the PDA_SLOW slew rate.
NOTE: this function does not perform I/O with the instrument. The parameters are cached in a data structure in the
API, and will be written to the instrument when pda_set_vport_slew is called.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_vport_slew_parameters(int handle, double stepSize, unsigned int dwellTime);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double stepSize

- 0.1 .. 8.0 VDC

unsigned int dwellTime

- 1 .. 500 msec

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.6.

pda_get_vport_slew_parameters

Returns the step size and dwell time settings for each step for the PDA_SLOW slew rate.
NOTE: this function does not perform I/O with the instrument. The parameters are cached in a data structure in the
API, and will be read from the instrument when pda_get_vport_slew is called.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vport_slew_parameters(int handle, double *stepSize, unsigned int *dwellTime);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *stepSize

- pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the step size in.

unsigned int *dwellTime

- pointer to a 4-byte unsigned integer location to store the time in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.7.

pda_set_vport_state

Controls the Source state, turning it ON or OFF. The pair(s) that are powered are those defined by pda_set_alt. The
voltage level to be applied is defined by calling pda_set_vport_level.
The behavior of the Source while turning ON or OFF is based on the slew rate setting, defined with
pda_set_vport_slew.
If a Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_SOURCE, and the meter has been started and is in the
ARMED state, the trace will transition to MEASURING when the Source state is changed.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_vport_state(int handle, PDA_VPORT_STATE state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_VPORT_STATE state - PDA_VPORT_ON | PDA_VPORT_OFF
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.8.

pda_get_vport_state

Queries the instrument for the Source state.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vport_state(int handle, PDA_VPORT_STATE *state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_VPORT_STATE *state

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in.

NOTE: if the slew rate was specified as PDA_SLOW, and the Source is still ramping, the state returned will be
PDA_VPORT_RAMPING. Once the ramp has completed, the state will be either PDA_VPORT_ON or
PDA_VPORT_OFF.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.9.

pda_set_4pr_vport_delay

Controls the stagger delay time interval between turning the source ON for Alt A and for Alt B. This allows the
alternatives to be powered simultaneously, or in a staggered fashion.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_vport_delay(int handle, unsigned int delay);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int delay

- the stagger delay time interval, in msec. Range 0..MAX_VPORT_ON_DELAY

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.10.

pda_get_4pr_vport_delay

Queries the instrument for the stagger delay time interval setting.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_vport_delay(int handle, unsigned int *delay);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *delay

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the delay in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.5.11.

pda_impose_vtrans

Initiates a voltage transient (reducing the Vport level) on the defined pairset for the defined duration. The source should
be turned on before imposing the transient (see pda_set_vport_state ).
If a Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_VTRANS, and the meter has been started and is in the
ARMED state, the trace will transition to MEASURING when the transient is initiated.
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, tbd).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_impose_vtrans(int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING pairset, int duration);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING pairset - PDA_ALT_A | PDA_ALT_B
int duration

- the duration of the transient, in units of usec (range 25..250).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.5.12.

pda_get_vtrans_config

Queries the instrument for the vtrans settings.
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, tbd).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vtrans_config(int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING *pairset, int *duration);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING * pairset - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in.
int * duration

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the duration in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.

Measurements

5.6.1.

pda_set_rdet_config

Configures the Rdet measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_rdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE mode, int count, int backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE mode - PDA_MEAS_MODE_AVERAGE | PDA_MEAS_MODE_FINAL. The AVERAGE mode
will return the average of count measurements, while the FINAL mode will return only
the last measurement.
int count

- number of measurements to perform. Range 1 - 64.

int backoff

- length of time in msec between each measurement, to allow discharge.
Range 0 – 4000msec. Recommended default value is 350msec.

PDA_BOOLEAN classify

- specifies whether or not to perform a Classification measurement after performing the
Rdet measurement. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.2.

pda_get_rdet_config

Queries the Rdet measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_rdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE *mode, int *count, int *backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN *classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE *mode - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the mode in.
int *count

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the count setting in.

int *backoff

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the backoff setting in.

PDA_BOOLEAN *classify - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the classify setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.3.

pda_meas_rdet

Performs an Rdet measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation, for the
pairset configured by the last call to pda_set_alt. This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already
running. When the measurement is running, this function will report the state of the measurement. When the
measurement completes, the function will return the measured value(s). If the Source is ON when the measurement is
initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter was configured with classify = PDA_TRUE, a Classification
measurement will be initiated when the Rdet measurement completes.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas _rdet (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *rdet);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *rdet

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet in. Rdet is report in units of
ohms.

NOTE: the actual measured value is only returned when the state == PDA_READY.
When the state == PDA_MEASURING, returns measured value = 0.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.4.

pda_set_4pr_rdet_config

Configures the Rdet measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_rdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE mode, int count, int backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE mode - PDA_MEAS_MODE_AVERAGE | PDA_MEAS_MODE_FINAL. The AVERAGE mode
will return the average of count measurements, while the FINAL mode will return only
the last measurement.
int count

- number of measurements to perform. Range 1 - 64.

int backoff

- length of time in msec between each measurement, to allow discharge.
Range 0 – 4000msec. Recommended default value is 350msec.

PDA_BOOLEAN classify

- specifies whether or not to perform a Classification measurement after performing the
Rdet measurement. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.5.

pda_meas_4pr_rdet

Performs an Rdet measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. This
function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured values. If the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter
was configured with classify = PDA_TRUE, a Classification measurement will be initiated when the Rdet measurement
completes.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_rdet (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *rdetA, double *rdetB,
PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE sigtype);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *rdetA

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet for Alt A in. Rdet is report in
units of ohms.

double *rdetB

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet for Alt B in. Rdet is report in
units of ohms.

PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE sigtype
- specifies the signature type of the PD. Possible states:
PDA_SINGLE_SIG | PDA_DUAL_SIG. See pda_4pr_conn_check.
NOTE: the actual measured value is only returned when the state == PDA_READY.
When the state == PDA_MEASURING, returns measured value = 0.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.6.

pda_4pr_conn_check

Performs a connection check measurement of the PD. The instrument must be configured for 4 pair operation. If the
Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. This function does not return until the
measurement completes.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_4pr_conn_check(int handle, PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE *sigtype);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE *sigtype

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the result in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.7.

pda_meas_rdet_unpwred_pair

This function is intended to be called when the instrument is furnishing power to the DUT, providing the means to
assess the detection signature that is presented on the pairset that is not being used to furnish power (per IEEE 802.3at
clause 33.3.4). Performs an Rdet measurement of the connected PD, for the pairset opposite the one being used to
furnish power to the DUT. If the instrument is configured (via pda_set_alt) to furnish power on the ALT A pairset, the
measurement will be performed on the ALT B pairset, and if configured to furnish power on ALT B, on the ALT A
pairset.
This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured value(s). The Source state will not be changed by this measurement.
NOTE: if the meter was configured with classify = PDA_TRUE, a class current measurement will not be initiated when
this measurement completes. A side effect of performing this measurement will be to change the stored state of
classify to PDA_FALSE.
This function supports an Rdet measurement when the instrument is configured for 2-pair operation.
NOTE: for software versions 1.0 through 1.12, this function did not alter the powered state of the instrument. Starting
with version 1.13, the source will be turned OFF by the function upon entry, the unpowered pairset will be
connected, the source will be turned ON, and the measurement performed. When the measurement has
completed, the source will be turned OFF, and the unpowered pairset will be disconnected. The source will be
left OFF when the function completes. This change was made to address an issue that was being encountered
with certain PDs constructed with MOSFET bridges, which were not tolerating connection of the unpowered
pairset while power was being furnished on the powered pairset. If the connected instrument is running an old
version of firmware (earlier than 1.09 for PDA-602A, 2.04 for PDA-602B or PDA-604A), an error will be
returned indicating that the firmware needs to be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas _rdet _unpwred_pair(int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *rdet);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *rdet

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet in. Rdet is report in units of
ohms.

NOTE: the actual measured value is only returned when the state == PDA_READY.
When the state == PDA_MEASURING, returns measured value = 0.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.8.

pda_meas_rdet_at_margins

Performs Rdet measurements of the connected PD, for the pairset configured by the last call to pda_set_alt. This
function will initiate the measurement when called, and will not return until the measurement has completed. If the
Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF.
The function will measure Rdet values for the 1V chord from 2.7VDC to 3.7VDC, and for the 1 V chord from 9.1VDC
to 10.1VDC. The V–I Slope will be determined from the 3.7VDC and 9.1VDC measurement points, and will be used to
calculate Voffset.
This function supports Rdet measurements when the instrument is configured for 2-pair operation.
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, PDA-604A).
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, if the connected instrument is running firmware earlier than version 2.04, an error
will be returned, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_rdet_at_margins (int handle, double *rdet2pt7, double *rdetStd, double *rdet10pt1,
double *voffset);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double * rdet2pt7

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet in for the 1.5V chord from
2.7VDC to 4.2VDC. Rdet is report in units of ohms.

double * rdetStd

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet in for the 4V chord from
4.4VDC to 8.8VDC (the chord used by the ‘standard’ measurement pda_meas_rdet).
Rdet is report in units of ohms.

double * rdet10pt1

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Rdet in for the 3V chord from
7.0VDC to 10.0VDC. Rdet is report in units of ohms.

double * voffset

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the calculated Voffset in. Voffset is report in units
of VDC.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.9.

pda_set_cdet_config

Configures the Cdet measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_cdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE mode, int count, int backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE mode - PDA_MEAS_MODE_AVERAGE | PDA_MEAS_MODE_FINAL. The AVERAGE mode
will return the average of count measurements, while the FINAL mode will return only
the last measurement.
int count

- number of measurements to perform. Range 1 - 64.

int backoff

- length of time in msec between each measurement, to allow discharge.
Range 0 – 4000msec. Recommended default value is 1500msec.

PDA_BOOLEAN classify

- specifies whether or not to perform a Classification measurement after performing the
Cdet measurement. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.10.

pda_get_cdet_config

Queries the Cdet measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_cdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE *mode, int *count, int *backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN *classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE *mode - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the mode in.
int *count

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the count setting in.

int *backoff

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the backoff setting in.

PDA_BOOLEAN *classify - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the classify setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.11.

pda_meas_cdet

Performs a Cdet measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation. This function
is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this function will
report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the measured value. If
the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter was configured with
classify = PDA_TRUE, a Classification measurement will be initiated when the Cdet measurement completes.
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, if the connected instrument is running firmware earlier than version 1.09 for a PDA602A, or version 2.04 for a PDA-602B or PDA-604A, an error will be returned, indicating that the firmware needs to
be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas _cdet (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *cdet, double resistance);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED
| PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY

double *cdet

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Cdet in. Cdet is report in units of uF.

double resistance

- defines the value of the parallel Rdet resistance in units of ohms. If set to 0, Rdet will be
measured.

NOTE: the actual measured value is only returned when the state == PDA_READY.
When the state == PDA_MEASURING, returns measured value = 0.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.12.

pda_set_4pr_cdet_config

Configures the Cdet measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_cdet_config (int handle, PDA_MEAS_MODE mode, int count, int backoff,
PDA_BOOLEAN classify);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_MODE mode - PDA_MEAS_MODE_AVERAGE | PDA_MEAS_MODE_FINAL. The AVERAGE mode
will return the average of count measurements, while the FINAL mode will return only
the last measurement.
int count

- number of measurements to perform. Range 1 - 64.

int backoff

- length of time in msec between each measurement, to allow discharge.
Range 0 – 4000msec. Recommended default value is 1500msec.

PDA_BOOLEAN classify

- specifies whether or not to perform a Classification measurement after performing the
Cdet measurement. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.13.

pda_meas_4pr_cdet

Performs a Cdet measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. This function
is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this function will
report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the measured values. If
the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter was configured with
classify = PDA_TRUE, a Classification measurement will be initiated when the Cdet measurements complete.
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, if the connected instrument is running firmware earlier than version 2.04, an error
will be returned, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_cdet (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *cdetA);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED
| PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY

double *cdetA

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Cdet for Alt A in. Cdet is reported in
units of uF.

double *cdetB

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Cdet for Alt B in. Cdet is reported in
units of uF.

double resistance

- defines the value of the parallel Rdet resistance in units of ohms. If set to 0, Rdet will be
measured.

NOTE: the actual measured value is only returned when the state == PDA_READY.
When the state == PDA_MEASURING, returns measured value = 0.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.14.

pda_set_iclass_config

Configures a Classification measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation. NOTE: num_events
is limited to 1 (Type 1 emulation) unless the Type-2 feature is enabled in the instrument, and 2 unless the Type-3/4
feature is enabled.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_iclass_config (int handle, int num_events, int mark2_width, PDA_VPORT_STATE state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_events

- the number of class measurements to be performed. Each “event” is a single
classification pulse, approximately 17.5 VDC in amplitude. Range 1 – 3.

int mark2_width

- the width of the second mark region, in units of msec. Range 25 – 375 msec.
Recommended default value is 370msec.

PDA_VPORT_STATE state - PDA_VPORT_ON | PDA_VPORT_OFF. The VPort state will be changed
mark2_width msec after the falling edge of the last classification pulse (2-event), or delay
time (defined with pda_set_class_to_pwr_delay) (1-event).
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.15.

pda_get _iclass _config

Queries the Classification measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get _iclass _config (int handle, int *num_events, int *mark2_width,
PDA_VPORT_STATE *state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int * num_events

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the number of events setting in.

int * mark2_width

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the mark 2 region width setting in.

PDA_VPORT_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.16.

pda_meas_iclass

Performs a Classification measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured value(s). If the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter
was configured with state = PDA_VPORT_ON, the Source state will be changed to ON mark2_width after the falling
edge of the last class pulse when the Classification measurement completes.
NOTE: possible interaction with the Trace meter:
If a Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and the Trace meter has been started and is in
the ARMED state, the Trace meter will transition to MEASURING when the Classification measurement starts.
If the Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_SOURCE, and the Classification measurement has
been configured to turn the Source ON when the Classification measurement has completed, the Trace meter
will transition to MEASURING when the Classification measurement has completed, and the Source has been
turned ON, after the delay defined by mark2_width.
The reported Class number is based on the current bands listed in IEEE 802.3at Table 33-9. This table includes finite
current bands that identify a specific class, and discretionary bands that may be either a given class number or the next
higher class number. This ambiguity is resolved using these rules:
1.
2.

A class current that falls in the lower half of a discretionary band will be reported as the lower class number.
A class current that falls in the upper half of a discretionary band will be reported as the higher class number.

The resulting Iclass to Classification relationships used by the API library are shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Table 5-1
shows the 802.3at defined signature to class mappings, and Table 5-2 the 802.3bt defined signature to class mappings.
Table 5-1

Measured Iclass
0mA to 6.5mA
> 6.5mA to 14.5mA
>14.5mA to to 23.0mA
>23.0mA to 33.0mA
>33.0mA to 45.0mA
>45.0mA

Class
0
1
2
3
4
Invalid

Table 5-2

EV1..2
Class
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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EV3
Class
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

EV4
Class
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
0
1
2
2
3
3

EV5
Class
0
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
4
2
3

Discovered
Class
0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
5D
8
8
8

Assigned
Class
3
1D
1
2D
2
3D
3
4D
4
4*
5
4*
6
4*
6*
7
4*
4*
6*
8
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Signature
Type
SINGLE
DUAL
SINGLE
DUAL
SINGLE
DUAL
SINGLE
DUAL
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
DUAL
SINGLE
SINGLE
SINGLE
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NOTE: starting with version 1.13, if the connected instrument is running firmware earlier than version 1.09 for a PDA602A, or version 2.04 for a PDA-602B or PDA-604A, and this function is called after the source has been turned on, an
error will be returned, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas _iclass (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, int num_events, double *meas, double
*mark, PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
int num_events

- the number of class events for which measurements are expected. Defines the number
of elements in *meas.

double *meas

- pointer to an array of 8-byte doubles that will be used to store the measured Class
currents value in. Class currents are reported in units of mA. The array must be
num_events long.

double *mark

- pointer to an 8-byte double location that will be used to store the measured mark region
current in.

NOTE: the ability to measure this parameter is governed by the state of the Trace meter when this Classification
measurement is performed. If the Trace meter is PDA_ARMED, this parameter will return the value -1, due to the
A/D that is normally used to measure this value having been committed to the Trace meter prior to initiating the
Classification measurement. If the Trace meter is configured for type = PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT or
PDA_CURRENT, IMark will be visible in the trace results.
PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the class number determined
from the measured current in.
Possible values: PDA_CLASS_0 | PDA_CLASS_1 | PDA_CLASS_2 |
PDA_CLASS_3 |PDA_CLASS_4 | PDA_CLASS_INVALID |
PDA_CLASS_UNKNOWN
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.17.

pda_meas_iclass_ext

Performs a Classification measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
This function performs the same measurement as defined in pda_meas_iclass, but is extended to include an additional
formal parameter that is used to return the assigned class in (per 802.3bt demotion rules). This function was added to
provide the means to return the classNum and assignedClassNum determined when a Type 3 or Type 4 PD is classified
using 3 events. The third event allows Type 3 and 4 PDs to be differentiated from Type 1 and 2 PDs. Note that the PD
signature type is not known by the emulated PSE when configured for 2 pair operation, so there are two ambiguous
cases that can be reported: class 4 DUAL cannot be distinguished from class 5 SINGLE, and class 5 DUAL cannot be
distinguished from class 8 SINGLE. Refer to the PDA_CLASS_NUM enumeration for return values.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas _iclass_ext (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, int num_events, double *meas,
double *mark, PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *assignedClassNum);
Parameters
PDA_CLASS_NUM *assignedClassNum - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the assigned class
number in.
Refer to pda_meas_iclass for the other arguments, Return values, and NOTE regarding firmware versions.
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5.6.18.

pda_set_4pr_iclass_config

Configures a Classification measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. NOTE: num_events
is limited to 1 (Type 1 emulation) unless the Type-2 feature is enabled in the instrument, and 2 unless the Type-3/4
feature is enabled.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_iclass_config (int handle, int num_events, int mark2_width, PDA_VPORT_STATE
state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_events

- the number of class measurements to be performed. Each “event” is a single
classification pulse, approximately 17.5 VDC in amplitude. Range 1 – 3.

int mark2_width

- the width of the second mark region, in units of msec. Range 25 – 375 msec.
Recommended default value is 370msec.

PDA_VPORT_STATE state - PDA_VPORT_ON | PDA_VPORT_OFF. The VPort state will be changed
mark2_width msec after the falling edge of the last classification pulse (2-event), or delay
time (defined with pda_set_class_to_pwr_delay) (1-event).
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.19.

pda_meas_4pr_iclass

Performs a Classification measurement of the connected PD when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured values. If the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF. If the meter
was configured with state = PDA_VPORT_ON, the Source state will be changed to ON mark2_width after the falling
edge of the last class pulse when the Classification measurement completes.
NOTE: possible interaction with the Trace meter:
If a Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and the Trace meter has been started and is in
the ARMED state, the Trace meter will transition to MEASURING when the Classification measurement starts.
If the Trace meter has been configured to use PDA_TRIG_SOURCE, and the Classification measurement has
been configured to turn the Source ON when the Classification measurement has completed, the Trace meter
will transition to MEASURING when the Classification measurement has completed, and the Source has been
turned ON, after the delay defined by mark2_width.
The reported Class numbers are based on the current bands listed in IEEE 802.3bt Table 145-??. This table includes
finite current bands that identify a specific class, and discretionary bands that may be either a given class number or the
next higher class number. This ambiguity is resolved using these rules:
3.
4.

A class current that falls in the lower half of a discretionary band will be reported as the lower class number.
A class current that falls in the upper half of a discretionary band will be reported as the higher class number.

The resulting Iclass to Classification relationships used by the API library are shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. Table 5-1
shows the 802.3at defined signature to class mappings, and Table 5-2 the 802.3bt defined signature to class mappings.
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Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_iclass (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, int num_events,
PDA_4PRCLASSIFY classify, double *measA, double *markA,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *discoveredClassA, PDA_CLASS_NUM *assignedClassA,
double *measB, double *markB, PDA_CLASS_NUM *discoveredClassB,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *assignedClassB);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
int num_events

- the number of class events for which measurements are expected. Defines the number
of elements in *meas.

PDA_4PRCLASSIFY classify
- define which alternatives to classify. Supported values are:
PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_A_ONLY | PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_B_ONLY |
PDA_CLASSIFY_ALT_A_plus_B
double *measA

- pointer to an array of 8-byte doubles that will be used to store the measured Class
current values for Alt A in. Class currents are reported in units of mA. The array must
be num_events long.

double *markA

- pointer to an 8-byte double location that will be used to store the measured mark region
current for Alt A in.

NOTE: the ability to measure this parameter is governed by the state of the Trace meter when this Classification
measurement is performed. If the Trace meter is PDA_ARMED, this parameter will return the value -1, due to the
A/D that is normally used to measure this value having been committed to the Trace meter prior to initiating the
Classification measurement. If the Trace meter is configured for type = PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT or
PDA_CURRENT, IMark will be visible in the trace results.
PDA_CLASS_NUM * discoveredClassA - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the class number
determined for Alt A from the measured current in.
PDA_CLASS_NUM * assignedClassA - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the class number
assigned for Alt A from the measured current in. This may be different from the
discovered class, based on 802.3bt demotion rules.
double *measB

- pointer to an array of 8-byte doubles that will be used to store the measured Class
current values for Alt B in. Class currents are reported in units of mA. The array must
be num_events long.

double *markB

- pointer to an 8-byte double location that will be used to store the measured mark region
current for Alt B in.

PDA_CLASS_NUM * discoveredClassB - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the class number
determined for Alt B from the measured current in.
PDA_CLASS_NUM * assignedClassB - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the class number
assigned for Alt B from the measured current in. This may be different from the
discovered class, based on 802.3bt demotion rules.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.20.

pda_set_class_to_pwr_delay

Configures the delay time that will be imposed during the transition from Classification to Power Up. This delay is
only imposed when pda_set_iclass_config is used to configure num_events = 1, and state = PDA_VPORT_ON.
The delay value allows the instrument to emulate one of three different behaviors observed in commercially available
PSEs during the transition from Classification to Power Up. (requires firmware version 1.06 or later).
delay = 0 will cause the transition to occur directly from V Class to the VPort_PD level set with pda_set_vport_level.
delay = 1 will cause the transition to potentially experience a negative going voltage dip into V Mark_th prior to the
voltage rising to the defined VPort_PD level. The on-board source controls the slew rate by transitioning from sourcing no
current to 600mA max available over a 500us time period. When a Class 4 PD is connected, the 40mA nominal class
signature is sufficient load to cause the dip prior to the source ramp reaching the point where it is furnishing sufficient
current to cause the voltage to rise into V Class on the way to VPort_PD. There are certain PSEs that exhibit this behavior
that may cause the PD to incorrectly detect a 2-event classification based on the magnitude of the dip, and any voltage
level changes that occur during this 500us window.
Setting delay in the range 2< delay < 400 will cause the output to transition from VClass to a voltage that could be as low
as VReset, before turning the source ON.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_class_to_pwr_delay (int handle, int delay);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int delay

- the length of time to delay, in msec. Range 0 – 400.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.21.

pda_get_class_to_pwr_delay

Queries the delay time configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_class_to_pwr_delay (int handle, int *delay);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *delay

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the delay time setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.22.

pda_set_use_tlce

Defines whether the width of Event 1 should be TCEV or TLCE. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_use_tlce (PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH setting);
Parameters
PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH setting - Supported values: PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_DEFAULT |
PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_TLCE | PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH_TCEV
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.23.

pda_get_use_tlce

Queries the Event 1 width setting. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_use_tlce (PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH *setting);
Parameters
PDA_CLASS_EV1_WIDTH *setting - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the width setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.24.

pda_meas_class_at_margins

Performs Classification current measurements of the connected PD, for the pairset configured by the last call to
pda_set_alt. This function will initiate the measurement when called, and will not return until the measurement has
completed. If the Source is ON when the measurement is initiated, the Source will be turned OFF.
The function will measure Classification current values with a 14.5VDC probing pulse and a 20.5VDC probing pulse.
This function supports Classification current measurements when the instrument is configured for 2-pair operation.
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, 604A), when the instrument is
configured for 2 pair operation.
NOTE: starting with version 1.13, if the connected instrument is running firmware earlier than version 2.04, an error
will be returned, indicating that the firmware needs to be updated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_class_at_margins (int handle, int num_events, double *meast14pt5, double *
meast20pt5);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_events

- the number of class measurements to be performed. Each “event” is a single
classification pulse, approximately 17.5 VDC in amplitude. Range 1 – 3.

double * meas14pt5

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Class current for a 14.5V probing
pulse. Class current is reported in units of mA.

double * meas20pt5

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Class current for a 20.5V probing
pulse. Class current is reported in units of mA.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.25.

pda_meas_class_reset

Configures the PDA-600 to perform a Class current measurement, performs stat queries to complete the Class current
measurement, then restores 'normal' class measurement settings. This function is a 'shell' that orchestrates the calls to
the underlying functions that perform these actions. The measurement has been implemented in this fashion to ensure
that the instrument is not left in a state with non-standard settings that are used during the measurement (for which no
user accessible API functions exist).
The Class reset measurement entails performing a class probe, internally configuring a class measurement with
num_events = 3, followed by taking Vport-2P below VReset_th for > TReset, followed by another class probe. The PD
under test should reset to IDLE, and the state diagram progression from IDLE thru DO_MARK_EVENT3 correctly
followed, yielding the expected class_sigA and class_sig_B current signatures. This measurement can only be
performed with a PDA-604, and requires that the instrument be configured for 2 pair operation (see pda_set_alt).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_class_reset (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, int num_events, double *meas,
double *mark, PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum, PDA_CLASS_NUM
*assignedClassNum);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states:
PDA_MEAS_UNKNOWN | PDA_READY
int num_events

- the number of class events for which measurements are expected. Defines the number
of elements in meas[]. Must be set to > 3.

double *meas

- pointer to an array of 8-byte doubles that will be used to store the measured Class
currents value in. Class currents are reported in units of mA. The array must be
num_events long.

double *mark

- pointer to an 8-byte double location that will be used to store the measured mark region
current in. The value is not currently measured during the reset test, and the parameter
will be set to 0 upon return.

PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the advertised class number
determined from the measured current in.
PDA_CLASS_NUM *assignedClassNum - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the assigned class
number in. This can be different from the advertised class, based on 802.3bt demotion (a
function of the number of events used during classification).
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.26.

pda_set_load_config

Configures a Load Current measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_load_config (int handle, int num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_avgs

- the number of measurements to average together. Range 1..32.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.27.

pda_get_load_config

Queries the Load Current measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_load_config (int handle, int *num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *num_avgs

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the average setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.28.

pda_meas_load

Performs a Load Current measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_load (int handle, double *meas);
Parameters
int handle
double *meas

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Load current value in. Current is reported in
units of mA.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.29.

pda_set_4pr_load_config

Configures a Load Current measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_load_config (int handle, int num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_avgs

- the number of measurements to average together. Range 1..32.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.30.

pda_get_4pr_load_config

Queries the Load Current measurement configuration when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_4pr_load_config (int handle, int *num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *num_avgs

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the average setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.31.

pda_meas_4pr_load

Performs a Load Current measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_load (int handle, double *meas);
Parameters
int handle
double *meas

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured Load current value in. Current is reported in
units of mA.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.32.

pda_meas_power

Performs a running power measurement for a defined length of time, when the instrument is configured for 2 pair
operation. The measurement is started immediately when this function is called, and the function will not return until
the measurement has completed.
NOTE: internally, this function uses the pda_trace meter, and therefore will modify the Trace meter settings. Preexisting settings are not restored when the power meter returns.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_power (int handle, double meas_time , double *avg_power, double *peak_power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double meas_time

- the length of time to run the measurement for, in seconds. Range 0.02 – 2.

double *avg_power

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured average power value in. Power is
reported in units of Watts.

double *peak_power

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured peak power value in. Power is
reported in units of Watts.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.33.

pda_meas_4pr_power

Performs a running power measurement for a defined length of time, when the instrument is configured for 4 pair
operation. The measurement is started immediately when this function is called, and the function will not return until
the measurement has completed.
NOTE: internally, this function uses the pda_trace meter, and therefore will modify the Trace meter settings. Preexisting settings are not restored when the power meter returns.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_power (int handle, double meas_time, double *meas4pr, double *measAltA, double
*measAltB, double *peak_power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double meas_time

- the length of time to run the measurement for, in seconds. Range 0.02 – 2.

double *meas4pr

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured average power for AltA + Alt B in.
Power is reported in units of Watts.

double *measAltA

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured average power for AltA in. Power is
reported in units of Watts.

double *measAltB

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured average power for AltB in. Power is
reported in units of Watts.

double *peak_power

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured peak power for AltA + Alt B in.
Power is reported in units of Watts.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.34.

pda_set_vdc_config

Configures a VPort_PD voltage measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_vdc_config (int handle, int num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_avgs

- the number of measurements to average together. Range 1..32.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.35.

pda_get_vdc_config

Queries the VPort_PD voltage measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_vdc_config (int handle, int *num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *num_avgs

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the average setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.36.

pda_meas_vdc

Performs a VPort_PD voltage measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_vdc (int handle, double *meas);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *meas

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured VDC value in. Reported in units of volts.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.37.

pda_set_4pr_vdc_config

Configures VPort_PD voltage measurements when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_vdc_config (int handle, int num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_avgs

- the number of measurements to average together. Range 1..32.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.38.

pda_get_4pr_vdc_config

Queries the VPort_PD voltage measurement configuration when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_4pr_vdc _config (int handle, int *num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *num_avgs

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the average setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.39.

pda_meas_4pr_vdc

Performs VPort_PD voltage measurements when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_4pr_vdc (int handle, double *measAltA, double *measAltB);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *measAltA - pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured VDC value for Alt A in. Reported in units of
volts.
double *measAltB - pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured VDC value for Alt B in. Reported in units of
volts.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.40.

pda_set _backfeed_v_config

Configures a Backfeed (Vbfd) voltage measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set _backfeed_v_config (int handle, int num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_avgs

- the number of measurements to average together. Range 1..32.

This function supports the Vbfd measurement when the instrument is configured for 2-pair operation.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.41.

pda_get_backfeed_v_config

Queries the Backfeed voltage measurement configuration.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_backfeed_v_config (int handle, int *num_avgs);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *num_avgs

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the average setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.42.

pda_meas_backfeed_v

Performs a Backfeed (Vbfd) voltage measurement, per IEEE 802.3at clause 33.3.7.9. A 100kΩ load is connected across
the pairset that is not being used to furnish power to the DUT, and a DC voltage measurement is performed.
Measurement is performed when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_meas_backfeed_v (int handle, double *meas);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *meas

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the measured VDC value in. Reported in units of volts.

This function supports the Vbfd measurement when the instrument is configured for 2-pair operation.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.43.

pda_set_trace_config

Configures a Trace meter measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation (defines 2 pair trace for
a PDA-604 configured for 4 pair operation, starting with software version 1.16, firmware 2.05).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_trace_config (int handle, int num_points, PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period,
PDA_TRIG_MODE mode, PDA_TRACE_TYPE type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_points

- the number of sample points to acquire. Range 1..MaxSamples:
Trace Type

Max Samples
602A

PDA_VOLTAGE
PDA_CURRENT
PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT
PDA_POWER

1280
1280
640
640

Max Samples
602B, 604A (in 2
pair mode)
5120
5120
2560
2560

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period - PDA_SAMP_PT2MS | PDA_SAMP_PT5MS | PDA_SAMP_1MS |
PDA_SAMP_2MS | PDA_SAMP_5MS| PDA_SAMP_10MS |
PDA_SAMP_20MS
PDA_TRIG_MODE mode

- PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE | PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON | PDA_TRIG_CLASS
| PDA_TRIG_VTRANS (NOTE: only supported by PDA-602B)

PDA_TRACE_TYPE type

- PDA_VOLTAGE | PDA_CURRENT | PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT |
PDA_POWER

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.44.

pda_get_trace_config

Queries the Trace meter configuration when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_trace_config (int handle, int *num_points, PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period,
PDA_TRIG_MODE *mode, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or
pda_connect_dev).

int *num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRIG_MODE *mode

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.45.

pda_set_trace_holdoff

Defines the number of samples to discard after a Class or Source trigger event before storing a trace. (requires hardware
version 2 or later, firmware version 2.02 or later)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_ trace_holdoff (int handle, int holdoff);
Parameters
int handle
int holdoff

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- the number of samples to holdoff the trace start for. Supported range is
0..MAX_TRACE_HOLDOFF

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.46.

pda_get_trace_holdoff

Queries the holdoff setting.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_trace_holdoff (int handle, int *holdoff);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *holdoff

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the holdoff setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.47.

pda_set_override_alt

Allows the alt that will be used by pda_set_trace_config to be overridden when the instrument is configured for 4 pair
operation. (PDA-604 only, firmware version 2.05 or later)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_ override_alt (int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING setting);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING setting - PDA_ALT_A | PDA_ALT_B
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.48.

pda_get_override_alt

Queries the Alt override setting.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_ override_alt (int handle, PDA_ALT_SETTING *setting);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_ALT_SETTING * setting - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.49.

pda_meas_trace

Retrieves the result from the Trace meter when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation (2 pair trace with a
PDA-604 configured for 4 pair operation, starting with software version 1.16, firmware 2.05). This function is used to
initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this function will report the
state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the measured value(s).
Call pda_set_trace_config to define the trace type and settings. This function should be used with the meter is
configured for a PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER trace. When the Trace meter is configured for a
PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT trace, the function pda_meas_ivtrace should be used.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_trace (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *meas,
int *num_points);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states:
PDA_ARMED | PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *meas

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured power, load current, or voltage
values in. Load current is reported in units of mA, voltage in units of VDC, and power in
Watts. The array must be num_points elements long.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[] and meas[]. On return, it will
be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the arrays.

This function must be called to initiate the trace. When the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE, the trace will start immediately, and the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING.
The state value returned will be PDA_ARMED when the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON or PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and is now pending the defined trigger event. Once the trigger event
has occurred, the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING. When the defined number of samples have been
accumulated, the state value returned will be PDA_READY, and the time and meas arrays will be populated with the
trace data.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.50.

pda_meas_ivtrace

Retrieves the result from the Trace meter, when the meter is configured for PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT and
the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation (2 pair trace with a PDA-604 configured for 4 pair operation, starting
with software version 1.16, firmware 2.05). This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already
running. When the measurement is running, this function will report the state of the measurement. When the
measurement completes, the function will return the measured value(s).
Call pda_set_trace_config to define the trace type and settings. When the Trace meter is configured for a
PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER trace, the function pda_meas_trace should be used.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_ivtrace (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *voltage,
double *current, int *num_points);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *voltage

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured voltage values in, in units of VDC.
The array must be num_points elements long.

double *current

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values in, in units of mA.
The array must be num_points elements long.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[], voltage[], and current[]. On
return, it will be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the
arrays.

This function must be called to initiate the trace. When the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE, the trace will start immediately, and the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING.
The state value returned will be PDA_ARMED when the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON or PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and is now pending the defined trigger event. Once the trigger event
has occurred, the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING. When the defined number of samples have been
accumulated, the state value returned will be PDA_READY, and the time, voltage, and current arrays will be populated
with the trace data.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.51.

pda_set_4pr_trace_config

Configures a Trace meter measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_trace_config (int handle, int num_points, PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period,
PDA_TRIG_MODE mode, PDA_TRACE_TYPE type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_points

- the number of sample points to acquire. Range 1..MaxSamples:
Trace Type
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE
PDA_4PR_CURRENT
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT
PDA_4PR_POWER

2 pair mode
5120
5120
2560
2560

4 pair mode
2560
2560
1280
1280

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period - PDA_SAMP_1MS | PDA_SAMP_2MS | PDA_SAMP_5MS|
PDA_SAMP_10MS | PDA_SAMP_20MS
PDA_TRIG_MODE mode

- PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE | PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON | PDA_TRIG_CLASS
| PDA_TRIG_VTRANS (NOTE: only supported by PDA-602B)

PDA_TRACE_TYPE type

- PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE | PDA_4PR_CURRENT |
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT | PDA_4PR_POWER

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.52.

pda_get_4pr_trace_config

Queries the Trace meter configuration when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_4pr_trace_config (int handle, int *num_points, PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period,
PDA_TRIG_MODE *mode, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or
pda_connect_dev).

int *num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRIG_MODE *mode

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.53.

pda_meas_4pr_trace

Retrieves the result from the Trace meter when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. This function is used
to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this function will report the
state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the measured values. (PDA-604
only)
Call pda_set_4pr_trace_config to define the trace type and settings. This function should be used with the meter is
configured for a PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE, PDA_4PR_CURRENT, or PDA_4PR_POWER trace. When the Trace meter is
configured for a PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT trace, the function pda_meas_4pr_ivtrace should be used.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_4pr_trace (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *measA,
double *measB, double *measAplusB, int *num_points);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states:
PDA_ARMED | PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *measA

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured power, load current, or voltage
values for Alt A in. Load current is reported in units of mA, voltage in units of VDC, and
power in Watts. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *measB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured power, load current, or voltage
values for Alt B in. Load current is reported in units of mA, voltage in units of VDC, and
power in Watts. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *measAplusB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured power, load current, or voltage
values for Alt A + Alt B in. Load current is reported in units of mA, voltage in units of
VDC, and power in Watts. The array must be num_points elements long.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[] and measN[]. On return, it will
be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the arrays.

This function must be called to initiate the trace. When the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE, the trace will start immediately, and the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING.
The state value returned will be PDA_ARMED when the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON or PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and is now pending the defined trigger event. Once the trigger event
has occurred, the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING. When the defined number of samples have been
accumulated, the state value returned will be PDA_READY, and the time and meas arrays will be populated with the
trace data.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.54.

pda_meas_4pr_ivtrace

Retrieves the result from the Trace meter, when the meter is configured for PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT
and the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. This function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not
already running. When the measurement is running, this function will report the state of the measurement. When the
measurement completes, the function will return the measured values. (PDA-604 only)
Call pda_set_4pr_trace_config to define the trace type and settings. When the Trace meter is configured for a
PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER trace, the function pda_meas_4pr_trace should be used.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_4pr_ivtrace (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *voltageA,
double *currentA, double *voltageB, double *currentB, double
*currentAplusB, int *num_points);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *voltageA

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured voltage values for Alt A in, in units
of VDC. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *currentA

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values for Alt A in, in units
of mA. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *voltageB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured voltage values for Alt B in, in units
of VDC. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *currentB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values for Alt B in, in units
of mA. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *currentAplusB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values for Alt A + Alt B in,
in units of mA. The array must be num_points elements long.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[], voltageN[], and currentN[].
On return, it will be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the
arrays.

This function must be called to initiate the trace. When the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_IMMEDIATE, the trace will start immediately, and the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING.
The state value returned will be PDA_ARMED when the Trace meter is configured with trigger mode
PDA_TRIG_VPORT_ON or PDA_TRIG_CLASS, and is now pending the defined trigger event. Once the trigger event
has occurred, the state value returned will be PDA_MEASURING. When the defined number of samples have been
accumulated, the state value returned will be PDA_READY, and the time, voltage, and current arrays will be populated
with the trace data.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.55.

pda_set_transient_config

Configures a Transient Trace meter measurement when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation. (requires
firmware version 1.04 or later)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_transient_config (int handle, int num_points, int num_post_trig, PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD
period, PDA_TRIG_LEVEL trig, double level, PDA_TRACE_TYPE type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_points

- the number of sample points to acquire. Range 2..1280 (type = PDA_CURRENT)
2..640 (type = PDA_POWER | PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT)

int num_post_trig

- the number of sample points to acquire after the trigger. Range 0..(num_points – 1).

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period - PDA_SAMP_PT2MS | PDA_SAMP_PT5MS | PDA_SAMP_1MS |
PDA_SAMP_2MS | PDA_SAMP_5MS| PDA_SAMP_10MS |
PDA_SAMP_20MS
PDA_TRIG_LEVEL trig

- PDA_ABOVE | PDA_BELOW

PDA_TRACE_TYPE type

- PDA_CURRENT | PDA_POWER | PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.56.

pda_get_transient_config

Queries the Transient Trace meter configuration. (requires firmware version 1.04 or later)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_transient_config (int handle, int *num_points, int *num_post_trig,
PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period, PDA_TRIG_LEVEL *trig, double *level,
PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or
pda_connect_dev).

int *num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

int *num_post_trig

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRIG_LEVEL *trig

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

double *level

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the setting in.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.57.

pda_set_4pr_transient_config

Configures a Transient Trace meter measurement when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. (PDA-604
only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_set_4pr_transient_config (int handle, int num_points, int num_post_trig,
PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period, PDA_TRIG_LEVEL trig, double level,
PDA_TRACE_TYPE type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int num_points

- the number of sample points to acquire. Range 2..2560 (PDA_4PR_CURRENT)
2.. 1280 (PDA_4PR_POWER | PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT)

int num_post_trig

- the number of sample points to acquire after the trigger. Range 0..(num_points – 1).

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD period - PDA_SAMP_PT2MS | PDA_SAMP_PT5MS | PDA_SAMP_1MS |
PDA_SAMP_2MS | PDA_SAMP_5MS| PDA_SAMP_10MS |
PDA_SAMP_20MS
PDA_TRIG_LEVEL trig

- PDA_ABOVE | PDA_BELOW

PDA_TRACE_TYPE type

- PDA_CURRENT | PDA_POWER | PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.58.

pda_get_4pr_transient_config

Queries the Transient Trace meter configuration. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_4pr_transient_config (int handle, int *num_points, int *num_post_trig,
PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period, PDA_TRIG_LEVEL *trig, double *level,
PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or
pda_connect_dev).

int *num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

int *num_post_trig

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_SAMPLE_PERIOD *period

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

PDA_TRIG_LEVEL *trig

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

double *level

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the setting in.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.59.

pda_meas_transient

Retrieves the result from the Transient Trace meter when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation. This
function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured value(s). NOTE that this meter will run for an indefinite period of time, until the trigger condition has been
satisfied. (requires firmware version 1.04 or later)
Call pda_set_transient_config to define the trace type and settings. If the meter is running, and you wish to stop the
meter, calling pda_set_transient_config will cause the meter to stop.
Since the Transient Trace meter effectively blocks access to any other use of the instrument, the meter has been
configured so that once the meter is running, executing any command that performs I/O with the instrument other than
pda_meas_transient will terminate that active transient measurement.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_transient (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *meas,
double *current, int *num_points, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *meas

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured values in. The array must be
num_points elements long. When the trace was defined as type = PDA_CURRENT, the
values will be in units of mA. When the trace was defined as type = PDA_POWER, the
values will be in units of W. When the trace was defined as type =
PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT, the values will be in units of VDC.

double *current

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values in, in units of mA.
The array must be num_points elements long. NOTE: this array will only be used to
return measured values when type = PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[], meas[], and current[]. On
return, it will be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the
arrays.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type - pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.
This function must be called to initiate the trace. Until the trigger event has occurred, the state value returned will be
PDA_ARMED or PDA_MEASURING. If the trigger condition is satisfied, the state value returned will be PDA_READY,
and the time, meas, and current arrays will be populated with the trace data as defined above.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.60.

pda_meas_4pr_transient

Retrieves the result from the Transient Trace meter when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation. This
function is used to initiate the measurement if it is not already running. When the measurement is running, this
function will report the state of the measurement. When the measurement completes, the function will return the
measured value(s). NOTE that this meter will run for an indefinite period of time, until the trigger condition has been
satisfied. (PDA-604 only)
Call pda_set_4pr_transient_config to define the trace type and settings. If the meter is running, and you wish to stop
the meter, calling pda_set_4pr_transient_config will cause the meter to stop.
Since the Transient Trace meter effectively blocks access to any other use of the instrument, the meter has been
configured so that once the meter is running, executing any command that performs I/O with the instrument other than
pda_meas_4pr_transient will terminate that active transient measurement.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda _meas_4pr_transient (int handle, PDA_MEAS_STATE *state, double *time, double *measA,
double *measB, double *currentA, double *current, double *measAplusB,
int *num_points, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_MEAS_STATE *state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in. Possible states: PDA_ARMED |
PDA_MEASURING | PDA_READY
double *time

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double time values in. Time is reported in units of
seconds. The array must be num_points elements long.

double *measA

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured values for Alt A in. The array must
be num_points elements long. When the trace was defined as type =
PDA_4PR_CURRENT, the values will be in units of mA. When the trace was defined as
type = PDA_4PR_POWER, the values will be in units of W. When the trace was defined
as type = PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT, the values will be in units of VDC.

double *measB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured values for Alt B in. The array must
be num_points elements long. When the trace was defined as type =
PDA_4PR_CURRENT, the values will be in units of mA. When the trace was defined as
type = PDA_4PR_POWER, the values will be in units of W. When the trace was defined
as type = PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT, the values will be in units of VDC.

double *currentA

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values for Alt A in, in units
of mA. The array must be num_points elements long. NOTE: this array will only be
used to return measured values when type = PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT.

double *currentB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured current values for Alt B in, in units
of mA. The array must be num_points elements long. NOTE: this array will only be
used to return measured values when type = PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT.

double *measAplusB

- pointer to an array to store 8-byte double measured values for Alt A + Alt B in. The
array must be num_points elements long. When the trace was defined as type =
PDA_4PR_CURRENT or PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT, the values will be in
units of mA. When the trace was defined as type = PDA_4PR_POWER, the values will be
in units of W.

int * num_points

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the arrays time[], meas[], and current[]. On
return, it will be used to store the number of trace points that are being returned in the
arrays.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type - pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in.
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This function must be called to initiate the trace. Until the trigger event has occurred, the state value returned will be
PDA_ARMED or PDA_MEASURING. If the trigger condition is satisfied, the state value returned will be PDA_READY,
and the time, meas, and current arrays will be populated with the trace data as defined above.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.61.

pda_stream_trace_to_disk

Starts a free running trace (referred to below as a “streaming” trace), and stores the trace data in the defined file. The
trace is started immediately when this function is called. If the Source is OFF, the last defined number of Classification
events will be performed, and then the Source will be turned ON. If the Source is ON, then the trace will simply start,
not altering the Source state.
NOTE: a streaming trace cannot be started if the instrument is not connected to a USB interface that supports USB 2.0
High Speed operation (Full and Low speed do not have the required bandwidth).
Use of the streaming trace requires that the Conf_Test feature be enabled in the instrument. This measurement can be
performed with the instrument configured for 2 pair operation or 4 pair operation (PDA-604 only), and will configure
and store measurement data for the connected pairset(s).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_stream_trace_to_disk (int handle, int trace_time, char *path,
PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS eClassMeas);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int trace_time

- the length of time to run the trace for, in seconds. (see discussion below)

char * path

- NULL terminated C string that defines the path to the file to store the trace in.

PDA_STREAM_CLS_MEAS eClassMeas - allows the class measurement to be inhibited when the streaming trace is
started. Available choices are: PDA_STREAM_PERFORM_CLASS_MEAS |
PDA_STREAM_INHIBIT_CLASS_MEAS (see discussion below)
NOTE: once the streaming trace has been started, the only functions that should be called are pda_get_stream_info or
pda_stop_streaming_trace. Any other function that is called while the streaming trace is active will return an error.
Once the trace has been stopped by calling pda_stop_streaming_trace, all other functions will behave normally.
The maximum available trace time is governed by the sample period being used. The sample period can be set to either
5ms or 10ms, by calling pda_set_trace_config prior starting the streaming trace. The maximum time for either sample
period allows 1 million samples to be accumulated. This limit was chosen based on the maximum number of rows that
Microsoft Excel can process. The longest trace times are defined by the macros:
MAX_STREAM_LENGTH_5MS_PERIOD | MAX_STREAM_LENGTH_10MS_PERIOD.
The eClassMeas parameter allows the caller to control whether or not the DUT remains powered when starting a new
streaming trace. If the value passed is PDA_STREAM_PERFORM_CLASS_MEAS, a Classification measurement will be
performed as the streaming trace is started. If the DUT is powered ON when this Classification measurement is
initiated, power will be removed, the Classification measurement will be performed, then power will be applied. A
Classification measurement needs to be performed at least once, either prior to, or coincident with starting the first
streaming trace. The API library retains persistent information from the last time that a Classification measurement was
performed, to support subsequently starting the trace without again peformed Classification, by passing the value
PDA_STREAM_INHIBIT_CLASS_MEAS. This is useful in test scenarios where a DUT that takes a long time to
achieve a valid operating state is being tested, and different traces are desired to capture information during different
load conditions (for example, an IP phone that needs to be booted, then provisioned by an SIP server), while keeping
the DUT powered on.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.62.

pda_show_trace_on_strip_chart

Opens a dialog window that will display streaming trace data on a strip chart (the dialog window is set up by the API
library). The dialog window will start a thread that manages a Windows message processing loop, and will handle all
interactions with that dialog. If the Source is ON when this function is called, it will be turned OFF, to allow a
Classification measurement to be performed. The results of the Classification measurement are used to set the initial
vertical scaling of the strip chart, and to set the PAvg and PPeak_PD limits.
A streaming trace is started by clicking the Start button located on the dialog. The Source will be turned ON when the
as the streaming trace starts. When the streaming trace is stopped (by clicking on the Stop button), the Source will be
turned OFF unless the “Keep Pwr ON when stopping” checkbox is checked. While the Source is kept ON,
Classification will not be performed when the Start button is subsequently clicked. The strip chart can be opened with
the instrument configured for 2 pair operation or 4 pair operation (PDA-604 only), and will configure and store
measurement data for the connected pairset(s). Note that the 2 pair/4 pair mode cannot be changed from the strip chart
dialog.
The Strip Chart window should be closed before unloading the API library, either by the user clicking on the Exit
button, or programmatically by calling pda_stop_strip_chart. If not closed, the function pda_shutdown will send a
WM_CLOSE message to attempt to gracefully terminate the Strip Chart window.
NOTE: a streaming trace cannot be started if the instrument is not connected to a USB interface that supports USB 2.0
High Speed operation (Full and Low speed do not have the required bandwidth).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_show_trace_on_strip_chart (int handle, char *path);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

char * path

- NULL terminated C string that defines the path to the file to store the trace in.

NOTE: the path parameter is for possible future use. This parameter is currently ignored, and should be set to NULL.
Any streaming trace performed from the dialog will be buffered in the results directory for the connected instrument
(see pda_get_results_path), in a file named pda600_trace_data.csv. This allows the trace to be viewed in the
Microsoft Excel trace report template by clicking on the Display Trace button, after the trace has been stopped.
NOTE: once the streaming trace strip chart has been displayed, the only functions that should be called is
pda_stop_strip_chart. Any other function that is called while the streaming trace is active will return an error.
Once the trace is stopped and the dialog closed by calling pda_stop_strip_chart, all other functions will behave
normally.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.63.

pda_stop_streaming_trace

Stops a free running trace.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_stop_streaming_trace (int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.64.

pda_stop_strip_chart

Stops a free running trace, and destroys the strip chart dialog window.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_stop_strip_chart (int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.65.

pda_get_stream_info

Returns information about the streaming trace.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_stream_info (int *numSamples, double *sampleTime,
PDA_STREAM_STATE *state, double *sampleLatency);
Parameters
int *numSamples

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in. Reports the number of
samples that have been accumulated so far.

double *sampleTime

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the setting in. Reports the length of trace
time that has been accumulated so far, in seconds.

PDA_STREAM_STATE *state

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the setting in. The reported state
PDA_STREAMING_STOPPING indicates that the defined time length has
been reached, and the thread managing the trace has stopped acquisition. The
function pda_stop_streaming_trace MUST be called to complete the streaming
trace process.

double *sampleLatency

- pointer to an 8-byte double to store the latency in. The reported latency is the
calculated elapsed sample time compared to actual calendar elapsed time since
the trace started, as reported by the operating system.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.66.

pda_conformance_test

Performs a set of defined tests that evaluate Device Under Test (DUT) behaviors for conformance to the IEEE 802.3at
specification. The caller can constrain the test to only perform the ‘PASSIVE’ tests, the ‘ACTIVE’ tests, or can allow
all tests to be sequenced. Testing can be performed in defined quadrants, and the length of time the DUT is kept
powered during ACTIVE tests can be specified (within supported ranges) by the caller.
Use of the Conformance Test requires that the Conf_Test feature be enabled in the instrument. In addition, the
Conformance Test will be constrained to Type 1 emulation unless the Type 2 feature is enabled, and the LLDP
conformance can only be assessed if the LLDP-at feature is enabled.
When the Conformance Test is initiated, it is run in a thread managed by the API library. The state of the thread can be
determined by calling pda_ct_thread_is_running. When the Conformance Test has completed, the status (terminated
normally, or due to an error) can be determined by calling pda_ct_error_occurred. Text messages output during the
Conformance Test can be retrieved from a ‘named pipe’ opened by calling pda_ct_open_named_pipe, when using the
API from an application that does not have access to stdout. If the user needs to terminate the Conformance Test, that
can be done by calling pda_stop_ct_thread. The 802.3at Conformance Test cannot be performed while an 802.3bt
Conformance Test is running (see pda_bt_conformance_test).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_conformance_test (int handle, char *rptPath, int numTestCycles,
PDA_QUADRANT passiveQuad, int numMultCycle,
PDA_QUADRANT poweredQuad, PDA_BOOLEAN type1,
PDA_BOOLEAN phy, PDA_BOOLEAN lldp, int phyOnTime,
int lldpOnTime, int offTime, double type1Vport,
double type2Vport, char *dutID);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

char *rptPath

- Pointer to a char array that contains the path to the directory to be used to store the test
data in. If NULL, the path returned by pda_get_results_path will be used. The test results
will be recorded in the file “pda600_conf_test_data.csv”.

int numTestCycles

- The number of test cycles to perform. Range 1..10

PDA_QUADRANT passiveQuad - Defines which quadrants to perform passive tests on.
PDA_ALT_A_MDI | PDA_ALT_A_MDIX |
PDA_ALT_B_MDI | PDA_ALT_B_MDIX |
PDA_ALL_QUADRANTS
int numMultCycle

- The number of cycles to perform rdet and cdet multi-cycle measurements for.
Range 1..64

PDA_QUADRANT poweredQuad - Defines which quadrants to perform active tests on.
PDA_ALT_A_MDI | PDA_ALT_A_MDIX |
PDA_ALT_B_MDI | PDA_ALT_B_MDIX |
PDA_ALL_QUADRANTS
PDA_BOOLEAN type1

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 1 PHY active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_BOOLEAN phy

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 2 PHY active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_BOOLEAN lldp

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 2 LLDP active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE
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int phyOnTime

- The length of time in seconds that the DUT should be kept powered on for when
performing PHY active tests. Range 5..120 seconds

int lldpOnTime

- The length of time in seconds the DUT should be kept powered on for when performing
LLDP active tests. Range 30..500 seconds

int offTime

- The length of time in seconds the DUT should be kept powered off between each cycle,
when numTestCycles > 1. Also governs the off time between subsequent powered on
tests (type1 followed by phy, phy followed by lldp). Range 5..30 seconds.

double type1Vport

- The Vport level to use for Type 1 PHY tests. Range 37.0..57.0 VDC. Suggested value
is DEFAULT_ATCT_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE1.

double type2Vport

- The Vport level to use for Type 2 PHY and LLDP tests. Range 42.5..57.0 VDC.
Suggested value is DEFAULT_ATCT_VPORT_LEVEL_TYPE2.

char *dutID

- Pointer to a char array that contains a string to be recorded in the header of the test data
file. This will be subseqently displayed in the heading of a report produced using the
Excel template furnished with the PowerShell PDA software. The corresponding cell in
the report template header is 31 characters long.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status. If the
call returns PDA_OK, and the test thread is running, any error that occurs during the execution of the test (indicated by
pda_ct_error_occurred) will need to be retrieved by calling pda_ct_error_occurred.
5.6.67.

pda_ct_thread_is_running

Status query function that indicates the state of a running Conformance Test. When a Conformance Test is initiated
(see pda_conformance_test), it is run in a ‘thread’ managed by the API library. This status query function is the way
that the caller can determine when the Conformance Test has completed (either normally, or due to an error condition).
Function Signature
PDA_BOOLEAN CALL_CONV pda_ct_thread_is_running (void);
Parameters
none
Returns
PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.
5.6.68.

pda_ct_error_occurred

Query function that indicates the status of a Conformance Test, when completed. This function should be used in
conjunction with x, after a Conformance Test has been initiated. When the Conformance Test is no longer running
(indicated by PDA_FALSE being returned by pda_ct_thread_is_running), this query will allow the caller to determine
whether the Conformance Test completed normally, or terminated due to an error. If terminated due to an error, the
related error message can be retrieved by calling pda_get_ct_err_msg.
Function Signature
PDA_BOOLEAN CALL_CONV pda_ct_error_occurred (void);
Parameters
none
Returns
PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.
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5.6.69.

pda_stop_ct_thread

Provides the ability to terminate a running Conformance Test thread. The function pda_ct_thread_is_running should be
called to confirm when the thread has terminated.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_stop_ct_thread (void);
Parameters
none
Returns
PDA_OK.
5.6.70.

pda_get_ct_err_msg

Retrieves the error message string recorded by Conformance Test (see pda_conformance_test). If no errors occurred
during execution, this message will be “No error.”.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_ct_err_msg(char *buf, int buf_len);
Parameters
char * buf

int buf_len

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store a string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters.
- length of the character array pointed to by *buf. The length of the buffer should be >
PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG.

Returns
PDA_OK.
5.6.71.

pda_ct_open_named_pipe

Open a named pipe that the Conformance Test will write messages to, while active (see pda_conformance_test).
This mechanism can be used to access output that is produced while the conformance test is running, when using the
API from an application that does not have access to stdout (for example, any program running under the Windows
subsystem). Applications that are running in a console window that has access to stdout do not need to use this – the
output messages will be printed to the console. The named pipe should be closed when no longer needed, by calling
pda_ct_close_named_pipe.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_ct_open_named_pipe (char *pipeName);
Parameters
char * pipeName

- pointer to character string that contains the path to the named pipe to be opened.
The path on a PC running Windows takes the form "\\\\.\\pipe\\mynamedpipe",
where the ‘\’ characters in the string must be escaped to end up with the correct
actual path \\.\pipe\mynamedpipe.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.72.

pda_ct_close_named_pipe

Closes a named pipe that was opened by calling pda_ct_open_named_pipe.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_ct_close_named_pipe (void);
Parameters
None
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.73.

pda_mfg_test

This function runs an example manufacturing test when the instrument is configured for 2 pair operation, which
performs the following actions:
1) check Rdet in all four quadrants (Alt A MDI, MDI-X, Alt B MDI, MDI-X) to verify that the diode bridge correctly
conducts on both pair sets and polarities.
2) check Cdet in a single quadrant (last one configured for Rdet test, to minimize switching time), to insure that the
correct component is loaded.
3) powers up the PD Under Test following the completion of a Classification measurement. The user defines whether
to perform the test using 1-event or 2-event classification. Once powered, the PD Under Test is kept powered on for the
caller defined time period, during which average and peak power are measured.
The measured values are error checked against limits defined in IEEE 802.3at-2009, an overall Pass/Fail indication is
provided, as well as a Pass/Fail indication per parameter. Test results are stored under the results directory for the
connected instrument, in the file mfg_test_results.txt.
Approximate total test time is 33 seconds + powered on time.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_mfg_test (int handle, PDA_CLASS_EVENTS numEvents, int poweredOnTime, double
vportLevel, PDA_BOOLEAN keepPoweredOn, PDA_PF_STATUS *overallStatus,
char *pipePath);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_CLASS_EVENTS numEvents

- Defines the number of events to use during Classification.
PDA_ONE_EVENT| PDA_TWO_EVENTS

int poweredOnTime

- a 4-byte integer that defines the length of time to keep the DUT powered on, in seconds.

double vportLevel

- an 8-byte double that defines the source level to set, in VDC.

PDA_BOOLEAN keepPoweredOn

- Defines whether or not to keep the DUT powered on when the test completes.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_PF_STATUS *overallStatus

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the result in. Will be set to
PDA_PASS | PDA_FAIL

char *pipePath

- pointer to a character array that contains a NULL terminated C string which
defines the path to a named pipe to be opened and written to while the test is
running. Pass a NULL or an empty string, to inhibit opening a named pipe.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.6.74.

pda_4pr_mfg_test

This function runs an example manufacturing test when the instrument is configured for 4 pair operation, which
performs the following actions:
1) check Rdet in all four quadrants (Alt A MDI B MDI, Alt A MDI-X B MDI-X, Alt A MDI B MDI-X, and Alt A
MDI-X B MDI) to verify that the diode bridge correctly conducts on both pair sets and polarities.
2) check Cdet in a single quadrant (last one configured for Rdet test, to minimize switching time), to insure that the
correct component is loaded.
3) powers up the PD Under Test following the completion of a Classification measurement. The user defines whether
to perform the test using 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 event classification (> 3 events requires the Type-3/4 feature). Once powered,
the PD Under Test is kept powered on for the caller defined time period, during which average and peak power
consumption are measured.
The measured values are error checked against limits defined in IEEE 802.3bt-2018, an overall Pass/Fail indication is
provided, as well as a Pass/Fail indication per parameter. Test results are stored under the results directory for the
connected instrument, in the file mfg_4pr_test_results.txt.
Approximate total test time is 72 seconds + powered on time. (PDA-604 only)
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_4pr_mfg_test (int handle, PDA_CLASS_EVENTS numEvents, int poweredOnTime, double
vportLevel, PDA_BOOLEAN keepPoweredOn, PDA_PF_STATUS *overallStatus,
char *pipePath);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_CLASS_EVENTS numEvents

- Defines the number of events to use during Classification.
PDA_ONE_EVENT|PDA_TWO_EVENTS|PDA_THREE_EVENTS|
PDA_FOUR_EVENTS|PDA_FIVE_EVENTS

int poweredOnTime

- a 4-byte integer that defines the length of time to keep the DUT powered on, in seconds.

double vportLevel

- an 8-byte double that defines the source level to set, in VDC.

PDA_BOOLEAN keepPoweredOn

- Defines whether or not to keep the DUT powered on when the test completes.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_PF_STATUS *overallStatus

- pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the result in. Will be set to
PDA_PASS | PDA_FAIL

char *pipePath

- pointer to a character array that contains a NULL terminated C string which
defines the path to a named pipe to be opened and written to while the test is
running. Pass a NULL or an empty string, to inhibit opening a named pipe.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.6.75.

pda_bt_conformance_test

Performs a set of defined tests that evaluate Device Under Test (DUT) behaviors for conformance to the IEEE 802.3bt
specification. The caller can constrain the test to only perform the ‘PASSIVE’ tests, the ‘ACTIVE’ tests, or can allow
all tests to be sequenced. Testing can be performed in defined quadrants, and the length of time the DUT is kept
powered during ACTIVE tests can be specified (within supported ranges) by the caller.
Use of the Conformance Test requires that the Conf_Test-bt feature be enabled in the instrument. LLDP conformance
can only be assessed if the LLDP-bt feature is enabled. The 802.3bt Conformance Test can only be performed with a
PDA-604.
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When the 802.3bt Conformance Test is initiated, it is run in a thread managed by the API library. The state of the
thread can be determined by calling pda_ct_thread_is_running. When the Conformance Test has completed, the status
(terminated normally, or due to an error) can be determined by calling pda_ct_error_occurred. Text messages output
during the Conformance Test can be retrieved from a ‘named pipe’ opened by calling pda_ct_open_named_pipe, when
using the API from an application that does not have access to stdout. If the user needs to terminate the Conformance
Test, that can be done by calling pda_stop_ct_thread. The 802.3bt Conformance Test cannot be performed while an
802.3at Conformance Test is running (see pda_conformance_test).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_bt_conformance_test (int handle, char *rptPath, int numTestCycles,
PDA_QUADRANT passiveQuad, int numMultCycle,
PDA_QUADRANT poweredQuad, PDA_BOOLEAN type1,
PDA_BOOLEAN type2, PDA_BOOLEAN useAltA2pr,
PDA_BOOLEAN type3, PDA_BOOLEAN type4, PDA_BOOLEAN lldp,
int demotionTime, int phyOnTime, int lldpOnTime, int offTime,
double phyMinVport, double phyMaxVport, double lldpVport, char *dutID,
PDA_CLASS_NUM declaredClass, PDA_CLASS_NUM declaredClassB,
PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE declaredSigType,
PDA_BOOLEAN declaredAutoclass);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

char *rptPath

- Pointer to a char array that contains the path to the directory to be used to store the test
data in. If NULL, the path returned by pda_get_results_path will be used. The test results
will be recorded in the file “pda600_conf_test_data.csv”.

int numTestCycles

- The number of test cycles to perform. Range 1..10

PDA_QUADRANT passiveQuad - Defines which quadrants to perform passive tests on.
PDA_ALT_A_MDI | PDA_ALT_A_MDIX |
PDA_ALT_B_MDI | PDA_ALT_B_MDIX |
PDA_ALL_QUADRANTS
int numMultCycle

- The number of cycles to perform rdet and cdet multi-cycle measurements for.
Range 1..64

PDA_QUADRANT poweredQuad - Defines which quadrants to perform active tests on.
PDA_ALT_A_MDI | PDA_ALT_A_MDIX |
PDA_ALT_B_MDI | PDA_ALT_B_MDIX |
PDA_ALL_QUADRANTS
PDA_BOOLEAN type1

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 1 2 pair PHY active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_BOOLEAN type2

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 2 2 pair PHY active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_BOOLEAN useAltA2pr - Defines whether to use Alt A or Alt B when performing Type 1 and Type 2active tests.
PDA_FALSE = use Alt B | PDA_TRUE = use Alt A
PDA_BOOLEAN type3

- Defines whether or not to perform Type 3 4 pair PHY active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

PDA_BOOLEAN type4
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PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE
PDA_BOOLEAN lldp

- Defines whether or not to perform 4 pair LLDP active tests.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE

int demotionTime

- The length of time in seconds that the DUT should be kept powered on for when
performing active tests that are checking power demotion behavior. Range 5..900 seconds

int phyOnTime

- The length of time in seconds that the DUT should be kept powered on for when
performing PHY active tests. Range 5..900 seconds

int lldpOnTime

- The length of time in seconds the DUT should be kept powered on for when performing
LLDP active tests. Range 60..900 seconds

int offTime

- The length of time in seconds the DUT should be kept powered off between each cycle,
when numTestCycles > 1. Also governs the off time between subsequent powered on
tests (type3 followed by type4 followed by lldp…). Range 5..60 seconds.

double phyMinVport

- The Vport level to use for Type 1 and Type 3 or 4 PHY full allocated power tests.
Range 37.0..57.0 VDC. Suggested value is DEFAULT_BTCT_VPORT_LEVEL_MIN.

double phyMaxVport

- The Vport level to use for Type 2 and Type 3 PHY demotion tests. Range 42.5..57.0
VDC. Suggested value is DEFAULT_BTCT_VPORT_LEVEL_MAX.

double lldpVport

- The Vport level to use for the LLDP test. Range 42.5..57.0 VDC. Suggested value 52V.

char *dutID

- Pointer to a char array that contains a string to be recorded in the header of the test data
file. This will be subseqently displayed in the heading of a report produced using the
Excel template furnished with the PowerShell PDA software. The corresponding cell in
the report template header is 31 characters long.

PDA_CLASS_NUM declaredClass - Defines the class that the PD under test is expected to advertise. (Mode A for
Dual Signature)
PDA_CLASS_1 | PDA_CLASS_2 | PDA_CLASS_3 | PDA_CLASS_4 |
PDA_CLASS_5 | PDA_CLASS_6 | PDA_CLASS_7 | PDA_CLASS_8 |
PDA_CLASS_1D | PDA_CLASS_2D | PDA_CLASS_3D | PDA_CLASS_4D |
PDA_CLASS_5D
PDA_CLASS_NUM declaredClassB - Defines the class that the PD under test is expected to advertise. (Mode B, Dual
Signature only)
PDA_CLASS_1D | PDA_CLASS_2D | PDA_CLASS_3D | PDA_CLASS_4D |
PDA_CLASS_5D
PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE declaredSigType - Defines the expected signature type of the PD under test.
PDA_SINGLE_SIG | PDA__DUAL_SIG
PDA_BOOLEAN declaredAutoclass - Defines whether or not to the PD under test supports Autoclass.
PDA_FALSE | PDA_TRUE
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status. If the
call returns PDA_OK, and the test thread is running, any error that occurs during the execution of the test (indicated by
pda_ct_error_occurred) will need to be retrieved by calling pda_ct_error_occurred.
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5.6.76.

pda_check_autoclass_support

This function will configure the instrument for 2 pair operation, perform a multi-event classification measurement with
event 1 set to TLCE, in conjunection with a voltage+current trace triggered by that classification measurement,. The
trace is programmatically inspected during event 1 to determine whether or not the PD changes to class signature 0
between TACS min and TACS max, therefore indicating whether or not it supporta Autoclass. The instrument will be
restored to the existing setting (2 pair or 4 pair) before the function returns.
This function is only supported on the PDA-604.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_check_autoclass_support (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *autoclassSupported);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN *autoclassSupported - pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the result in. PDA_TRUE indicates that the
PD does support autoclass, PDA_FALSE if it does not.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.7.

Measurement Utilities

5.7.1.

pda_wait_for_meter_ready

Service function that iterates performing stat queries of the defined meter until the measurement state resolves to
READY, or the timeout period is exceeded. This is the most convenient way to complete a measurement with any of
the meters that require a variable length of time to complete (based on meter configuration), therefore return a state
when the related pda_meas* function is called. To allow a consistent technique to be used in an application, it also
supports meters that block and return their measurement in a single call.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_wait_for_meter_ready(int handle, PDA_METER_TYPE type, int timeout, double *meas,
int *len_meas, double *timeVals, double *meas1,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_METER_TYPE type

- defines the meter to query:
PDA_RDET | PDA_CDET | PDA_CLASS | PDA_IDC | PDA_VDC |
PDA_PDC | PDA_ITRACE | PDA_VTRACE | PDA_PTRACE |
PDA_IVTRACE | PDA_RDET_UNPWR

int timeout

- the number of seconds the stat query will be repeated for if the meter does not resolve to
PDA_READY.

double *meas

- pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value(s) returned by the
defined meter (voltage[] for PDA_IVTRACE). This array MUST be len_meas elements
long (the length passed in by the caller). The C language provides no additional
information that can be used to determine whether or not an array bound has been
exceeded. If this array is NOT len_meas long, a memory access violation will most likely
occur.

int *len_meas

- pointer to a 4-byte integer. On entry, this parameter defines the length of meas[], time[],
and meas1[]. On return, it will contain the number of elements that were stored in
meas[]. On entry, the defined length will be checked against the length required for the
defined meter type.
If the meter returns a single value (Rdet, Cdet, VDC, IDC, PDC), this parameter should
be set to 1, and a single double * can be passed for *meas. For the Class measurement, it
needs to be num_events (see pda_set _iclass_config), and for a trace num_points (see
pda_set_trace_config).

double *timeVals

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time[] values for a
defined Trace meter. This array MUST be len_meas long (see note above for *meas).
This parameter is only used for meter types PDA_ITRACE, PDA_VTRACE,
PDA_PTRACE, and PDA_IVTRACE.

double *meas1

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the mark value for the
PDA_CLASS meter, peak power for the PDA_PDC meter, and current[] values for the
PDA_IVTRACE meter. This array MUST be len_meas long (see note above for *meas).
This parameter is not used for any other meter types.

PDA_CLASS_NUM *classNum - pointer to a 4-byte integer, that will be used to return the Class number determined
by the PDA_CLASS meter. This parameter is not used for any other meter types.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.7.2.

pda_wait_for_4pr_meter_ready

Service function that iterates performing stat queries of the defined meter until the measurement state resolves to
READY, or the timeout period is exceeded. This is the most convenient way to complete a measurement with any of
the meters that require a variable length of time to complete (based on meter configuration), therefore return a state
when the related pda_meas* function is called. To allow a consistent technique to be used in an application, it also
supports meters that block and return their measurement in a single call. This function is intended to be used when the
instrument is configured for 4 Pair operation.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_wait_for_4pr_meter_ready(int handle, PDA_METER_TYPE type, int timeout, int *len_meas,
double *timeVals, double *measAplusB, double *measA, double *measA1,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *discClassA, PDA_CLASS_NUM *asgndClassA,
double *measB, double *measB1, PDA_CLASS_NUM *discClassB,
PDA_CLASS_NUM *asgndClassB, PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE
sigtype);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_METER_TYPE type

- defines the meter to query:
PDA_4PR_RDET | PDA_4PR_CDET | PDA_4PR_CLASS | PDA_4PR_IDC |
PDA_4PR_VDC | PDA_4PR_PDC | PDA_4PR_ITRACE | PDA_4PR_VTRACE
| PDA_4PR_PTRACE | PDA_4PR_IVTRACE

int timeout

- the number of seconds the stat query will be repeated for if the meter does not resolve to
PDA_READY.

int *len_meas

- pointer to a 4-byte integer. On entry, this parameter defines the length of meas[], time[],
and meas1[]. On return, it will contain the number of elements that were stored in
meas[]. On entry, the defined length will be checked against the length required for the
defined meter type.
If the meter returns a single value (Rdet, Cdet, VDC, IDC, PDC), this parameter should
be set to 1, and a single double * can be passed for *measA and *measB. For the Class
measurement, it needs to be num_events (see pda_set _4pr_iclass_config), and for a trace
num_points (see pda_set_4pr_trace_config).
The C language provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether
or not an array bound has been exceeded. If arrays are NOT len_meas long, a memory
access violation will most likely occur.

double *timeVals

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time[] values for a
defined Trace meter. This array MUST be len_meas long (see note above in *len_meas).
This parameter is only used for meter types PDA_4PR_ITRACE,
PDA_4PR_VTRACE, PDA_4PR_PTRACE, and PDA_4PR_IVTRACE.

double *measAplusB

- pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value(s) returned by the
defined meter (single value for PDA_4PR_IDC or PDA_4PR_PDC, array of 4 pair
currents for PDA_4PR_ITRACE or PDA_4PR_IVTRACE). This array MUST be
len_meas elements long (the length passed in by the caller).

double *measA

- pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value(s) returned by the
defined meter for the Alt A pairet (voltageA[] for PDA_4PR_IVTRACE). This array
MUST be len_meas elements long (the length passed in by the caller). When used in
conjunction with PDA_4PR_CLASS, this array must be > num_events long (see
pda_set_4pr_iclass_config).
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double *measA1

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the mark value for the Alt
A pairet for the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter, peak power for the PDA_4PR_PDC meter,
and currentA[] values for the PDA_4PR_IVTRACE meter. This array MUST be
len_meas long (the length passed in by the caller). This parameter is not used for any
other meter types.

PDA_CLASS_NUM *discClassA - pointer to a 4-byte integer, that will be used to return the Class number determined
by the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter for Alt A. This parameter is not used for any other meter
types.
PDA_CLASS_NUM *asgndClassA - pointer to a 4-byte integer, that will be used to return the assigned Class
determined by the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter for Alt A. This parameter is not used for any
other meter types.
double *measB

- pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value(s) returned by the
defined meter for the Alt B pairet (voltageB[] for PDA_4PR_IVTRACE). This array
MUST be len_meas elements long (the length passed in by the caller). When used in
conjunction with PDA_4PR_CLASS, this array must be > num_events long (see
pda_set_4pr_iclass_config).

double *measB1

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the mark value for the Alt
B pairet for the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter, and currentB[] values for the
PDA_4PR_IVTRACE meter. This array MUST be len_meas long. This parameter is not
used for any other meter types.

PDA_CLASS_NUM *discClassB - pointer to a 4-byte integer, that will be used to return the Class number determined
by the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter for Alt B. This parameter is not used for any other meter
types.
PDA_CLASS_NUM *asgndClassB - pointer to a 4-byte integer, that will be used to return the assigned Class
determined by the PDA_4PR_CLASS meter for Alt B. This parameter is not used for any
other meter types.
PDA_SIGNATURE_TYPE sigtype - Defines the signature type of the PD under test.
PDA_SINGLE_SIG | PDA__DUAL_SIG
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.

Trace Utilities

5.8.1.

pda_write_trace_to_file

Writes trace data contained in the time[] and meas[] arrays to the defined file. Intended to store the measurement results
returned by pda_meas_trace. To write an IV trace to a file, use pda_write_ivtrace_to_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_write_trace_to_file(const char *path, PDA_TRACE_TYPE type, double *time, double *meas,
int num_points);
Parameters
const char *path
PDA_TRACE_TYPE type
header, for later recall).

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be written.
- Defines the type of trace being written to the file (trace type is recorded in the file
PDA_VOLTAGE | PDA_CURRENT | PDA_POWER

double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the time for each trace point. This
array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language
provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array
bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access
violation may occur. At the least, invalid data WILL be written to the CSV file.

double *meas

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time parameter.

int num_points

- The number of (time, value) points contained in the trace.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.2.

pda_read_trace_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in PDA-600 CSV trace file format, and stores the time and
measurement data in the arrays time[] and meas[]. The arrays must be the same length, and must be at least as long as
the number of points contained in the file. Use this function to read PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER
traces. To read a PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT trace, use pda_read_ivtrace_from_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_trace_from_file(const char *path, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type, double *time,
double *meas, int *num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be read.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type - Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the trace type read from the CSV
file.
double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C
language provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not
an array bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory
access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the trace can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *meas

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the data value for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as
discussed above for the time parameter.

int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read
from the CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[] and
meas[]. On return, it will be set to the actual number of trace points read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.3.

pda_write_ivtrace_to_file

Writes trace data contained in the time[], voltage[], and current[] arrays to the defined file. Intended to store the
measurement results returned by pda_meas_ivtrace. The type field in the file will be set to
PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT. To write PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER traces to a file, use
pda_write_trace_to_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_write_ivtrace_to_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltage, double *current,
int num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be written.

double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the time for each trace point. This
array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language
provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array
bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access
violation may occur. At the least, invalid data WILL be written to the CSV file.

double *voltage

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured voltage value for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time parameter.

double *current

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured current value for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time parameter.

int num_points

- The number of (time, value) points contained in the trace.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.4.

pda_read_ivtrace_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in PDA-600 CSV trace file format, and stores the time and
measurement data in the arrays time[], voltage[], and current[]. The arrays must be the same length, and must be at
least as long as the number of points contained in the file. Use this function to read PDA_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT
traces. To read PDA_VOLTAGE, PDA_CURRENT, or PDA_POWER traces, use pda_read_trace_from_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_ivtrace_from_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltage, double *current, int
*num_points);
Parameters
const char *path
double *time

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be read.
- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C
language provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not
an array bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory
access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the trace can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *voltage

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as
discussed above for the time parameter.

double *current

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as
discussed above for the time parameter.

int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read
from the CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[],
voltage[], and current[]. On return, it will be set to the actual number of trace points
read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.5.

pda_read_stream_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in the PDA-600 CSV stream file format, and stores the time
and measurement data in the arrays passed by the caller. The arrays must all be the same length, and must be at least as
long as the number of points contained in the file. The file type reported by pda_get_trace_file_type will be
PDA_STREAM.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_stream_from_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltage, double *current,
double *power, double *avgPower, int *num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

double *time

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file, which contains a valid
PDA-600 stream trace. The stream trace is expected to have the exact format as created by
pda_stream_trace_to_disk().
- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each stream point.
This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language provides
no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array bound has been
exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the stream can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *voltage

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above
for the time parameter.

double *current

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above
for the time parameter.

double *power

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the instantaneous power data for
each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as
discussed above for the time parameter.

double *avgPower - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the 1 second moving window
average power data for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed
by the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.
int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read from the
CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[], voltage[]... On return,
it will be set to the actual number of trace points read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.6.

pda_read_stream_w_viol_from_file

This function loads the same information as pda_read_stream_from_file, as well as additional violations flags that
indicate whether or not issues have been detected. Violations as flagged on a per sample basis.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_stream_w_viol_from_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltage,
double *current, double *power, double *avgPower,
int *num_points, PDA_BOOLEAN *PpeakViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *PclassViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *WinViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *DutyCycleViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *MPSViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *MPSDutyCycleViol);
Parameters
Refer to pda_read_stream_from_file for definitions of the common parameters.
PDA_BOOLEAN *PpeakViol

- Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the Ppeak
violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by
the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for the time
parameter.

PDA_BOOLEAN * PclassViol

- Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the
Pclass violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for
the time parameter.

PDA_BOOLEAN * WinViol

- Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the
Window violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for
the time parameter.

PDA_BOOLEAN * DutyCycleViol

- Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the Duty
Cycle violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for
the time parameter.

PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSViol

- Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the MPS
violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by
the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for the time
parameter.

PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSDutyCycleViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to to return the MPS
Duty Cycle violation flags. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above in pda_read_stream_from_file for
the time parameter.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.7.

pda_write_4pr_trace_to_file

Writes trace data contained in the time[] and measN[] arrays to the defined file. Intended to store the measurement
results returned by pda_meas_4pr_trace. To write an IV trace to a file, use pda_write_4pr_ivtrace_to_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_write_4pr_trace_to_file(const char *path, PDA_TRACE_TYPE type, double *time, double
*measA, double *measB, double *measAplusB, int num_points);
Parameters
const char *path
PDA_TRACE_TYPE type
header, for later recall).

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be written.
- Defines the type of trace being written to the file (trace type is recorded in the file
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE | PDA_4PR_CURRENT | PDA_4PR_POWER

double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the time for each trace point. This
array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language
provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array
bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access
violation may occur. At the least, invalid data WILL be written to the CSV file.

double *measA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value for Alt A for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time parameter.

double *measB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value for Alt B for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time parameter.

double *measAplusB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured value for Alt A + Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time
parameter. Note that pda_meas_4pr_trace only returns the sum for
PDA_4PR_CURRENT or PDA_4PR_POWER traces. It is not used for
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE traces, and NULL can be passed for this trace type.

int num_points

- The number of (time, value) points contained in the trace.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.8.

pda_read_4pr_trace_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in PDA-600 CSV trace file format, and stores the time and
measurement data in the arrays time[] and measN[]. The arrays must be the same length, and must be at least as long
as the number of points contained in the file. Use this function to read PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE, PDA_4PR_CURRENT,
or PDA_4PR_POWER traces. To read a PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT trace, use
pda_read_4pr_ivtrace_from_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_4pr_trace_from_file(const char *path, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type, double *time,
double *measA, double *measB, double *measAplusB, int *num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be read.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type - Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the trace type read from the CSV
file.
double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C
language provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not
an array bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory
access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the trace can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *measA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the data value for Alt A
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *measB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the data value for Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *measAplusB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the data value for Alt A +
Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by
the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter. This array will only be loaded if
the trace type is current or power. If the trace type is voltage, each element will set to 0.

int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read
from the CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[] and
measN[]. On return, it will be set to the actual number of trace points read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.9.

pda_write_4pr_ivtrace_to_file

Writes trace data contained in the time[], voltageN[], and currentN[] arrays to the defined file. Intended to store the
measurement results returned by pda_meas_4pr_ivtrace. The type field in the file will be set to
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT. To write PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE, PDA_4PR_CURRENT, or
PDA_4PR_POWER traces to a file, use pda_write_4pr_trace_to_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_write_4pr_ivtrace_to_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltageA, double *currentA,
double *voltageB, double *currentB, double *currentAplusB, int
num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be written.

double *time

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the time for each trace point. This
array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language
provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array
bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access
violation may occur. At the least, invalid data WILL be written to the CSV file.

double *voltageA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured voltage value for Alt A
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time
parameter.

double *currentA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured current value for Alt A
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time
parameter.

double *voltageB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured voltage value for Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time
parameter.

double *currentB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured current value for Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the *time
parameter.

double *currentAplusB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that contains the measured current value for Alt A +
Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long, as discussed for the
*time parameter.

int num_points

- The number of (time, value) points contained in the trace.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.10.

pda_read_4pr_ivtrace_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in PDA-600 CSV trace file format, and stores the time and
measurement data in the arrays time[], voltageN[], and currentN[]. The arrays must be the same length, and must be at
least as long as the number of points contained in the file. Use this function to read
PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE_plus_CURRENT traces. To read PDA_4PR_VOLTAGE, PDA_4PR_CURRENT, or
PDA_4PR_POWER traces, use pda_read_4pr_trace_from_file.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_4pr_ivtrace_from_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltageA, double
*currentA, double *voltageB, double *currentB, double
*currentAplusB, int *num_points);
Parameters
const char *path
double *time

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be read.
- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each trace
point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C
language provides no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not
an array bound has been exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory
access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the trace can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *voltageA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for Alt A
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *currentA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for Alt A
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *voltageB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *currentB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *currentAplusB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for Alt A
+ Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by
the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.

int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read
from the CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[],
voltageN[], and currentN[]. On return, it will be set to the actual number of trace points
read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.11.

pda_read_4pr_stream_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in the PDA-600 CSV stream file format, and stores the time
and measurement data in the arrays passed by the caller. The arrays must all be the same length, and must be at least as
long as the number of points contained in the file. The file type reported by pda_get_trace_file_type will be
PDA_4PR_STREAM.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_4pr_stream_from_file(const char *path, double *time, double *voltageA, double
*current4pr, double *power4pr, double *avgPower4pr, double
*currentA, double *powerA, double *avgPowerA, double *voltageB,
double *currentB, double *powerB, double *avgPowerB, int
*num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

double *time

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file, which contains a valid
PDA-600 stream trace. The stream trace is expected to have the exact format as created by
pda_stream_trace_to_disk().
- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the time for each stream point.
This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller). The C language provides
no additional information that can be used to determine whether or not an array bound has been
exceeded. If this array is NOT num_points long, a memory access violation will likely occur.

The number of points in the stream can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
double *voltageA - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for Alt A for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed
above for the time parameter.
double *current4pr - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for Alt A + Alt B
for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as
discussed above for the time parameter.
double *power4pr - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the instantaneous power data for
Alt A + Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the
caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.
double *avgPower4pr - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the 1 second moving window
average power data for Alt A + Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long
(the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.
double *currentA - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the current data for Alt A for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed
above for the time parameter.
double *powerA

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the instantaneous power data for
Alt A for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller),
as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *avgPowerA - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the 1 second moving window
average power data for Alt A for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.
double *voltageB - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the voltage data for Alt B for each
trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed
above for the time parameter.
double *currentB
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double *powerB

- Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the instantaneous power data for
Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length passed by the caller),
as discussed above for the time parameter.

double *avgPowerB - Pointer to an array of 8-byte double that will be used to return the 1 second moving window
average power data for Alt B for each trace point. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the time parameter.
int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points read from the
CSV file. On entry, this integer should define the length of the arrays time[], voltageN[]... On
return, it will be set to the actual number of trace points read.

If the number of trace points in the file exceeds num_points, an error will be returned to the caller.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.8.12.

pda_read_4pr_stream_viol_from_file

Reads the trace from the the defined file, which must be in the PDA-600 CSV stream file format, and stores the time
and measurement data in the arrays passed by the caller. The arrays must all be the same length, and must be at least as
long as the number of points contained in the file. The file type reported by pda_get_trace_file_type will be
PDA_4PR_STREAM.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_read_4pr_stream_from_file(const char *path, int *num_points, PDA_BOOLEAN *PpeakViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *PclassViol, PDA_BOOLEAN *WinViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *DutyCycleViol, PDA_BOOLEAN *MPSViol,
PDA_BOOLEAN *MPSDutyCycleViol,PDA_BOOLEAN
*PpeakViolB, PDA_BOOLEAN *PclassViolB, PDA_BOOLEAN
*WinViolB, PDA_BOOLEAN *DutyCycleViolB, PDA_BOOLEAN
*MPSViolB, PDA_BOOLEAN *MPSDutyCycleViolB);
Parameters
const char *path

int *num_points

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file, which contains a valid
PDA-600 stream trace. The stream trace is expected to have the exact format as created by
pda_stream_trace_to_disk().
- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that is used to define the number of trace points in the CSV file. On
entry, this parameter should define the length of the arrays (PpeakViol[]…). On return, it will be set
to the number of pointer read from the CSV file. If the number of points that exist in the CSV file
exceed the value defined on entry, an error will be returned to the caller.

The number of points in the stream can be determined by calling pda_get_trace_file_type.
PDA_BOOLEAN *PpeakViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points
long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN *PclassViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points
long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN *WinViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points
long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
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PDA_BOOLEAN * DutyCycleViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags
for each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be
num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points
parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points
long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSDutyCycleViol - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation
flags for each trace point for a SINGLE sig or Alt A for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be
num_points long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points
parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN *PpeakViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN *PclassViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN *WinViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN * DutyCycleViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation
flags for each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points long (the
length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the violation flags for
each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points long (the length
passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
PDA_BOOLEAN * MPSDutyCycleViolB - Pointer to an array of 4-byte integers that will be used to return the
violation flags for each trace point for Alt B for a DUAL sig PD. This array MUST be num_points
long (the length passed by the caller), as discussed above for the num_points parameter.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.8.13.

pda_get_trace_file_type

This function will inspect the header in a CSV file, and will return the trace type contained in that file (if the CSV file
contains a valid PDA-600 trace. Valid trace files should be created using pda_write_trace_to_file,
pda_write_ivtrace_to_file, pda_write_4pr_trace_to_file, pda_write_4pr_ivtrace_to_file, or by
pda_stream_trace_to_disk.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_trace_file_type(const char *path, PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type, int *num_points);
Parameters
const char *path

- Pointer to a character array that contains a valid path string to a CSV file to be read.

PDA_TRACE_TYPE *type - Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the trace type read from the CSV
file.
int *num_points

- Pointer to a 4-byte integer that will be used to return the number of trace points contained
in the CSV file. For trace files, this is the value in the cell adjacent to the token
"NumPoints". For stream files, this is the count of the number of records in the file
following the header.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.8.14.

pda_calc_transient_threshold

This is a service function that will calculate the current trigger threshold to use when configuring a Transient Trace
with pda_set_transient_config. Note that this function will call pda_meas_vdc and pda_meas_load, and the source must
have been turned on (state must be PDA_VPORT_ON) prior to calling the function. The calculated current accounts for
the source resistance exhibited by the instrument (specified in Source Specifications, in the PDA-602A Technical
Reference Manual).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_calc_transient_threshold(int handle, double power, double *pCurrent);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power value from which the current threshold is to be calculated.

double *pCurrent

- Pointer to an 8-byte double that will be used to store the calculated current value in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.9.

LAN Control

5.9.1.

pda_lan_status

Queries the defined LAN interface for its status.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_status(int handle, PDA_NETWORK_PORT port, PDA_LAN_STATE *state,
PDA_LAN_SPEED *speed, PDA_LAN_DUPLEX *duplex);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_NETWORK_PORT port - PDA_PD_PORT | PDA_LAN_PORT
PDA_LAN_STATE *state

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the state in.

PDA_LAN_SPEED *speed

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the speed in.

PDA_LAN_DUPLEX *duplex - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the duplex in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.9.2.

pda_lan_relink

Causes the defined LAN interface to restart autonegotiation, or be statically configured, based on the force flag.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_relink(int handle, PDA_NETWORK_PORT port, PDA_LAN_SPEED speed,
PDA_LAN_DUPLEX duplex, PDA_BOOLEAN force);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_NETWORK_PORT port - PDA_PD_PORT | PDA_LAN_PORT
PDA_LAN_SPEED speed

- PDA_SPEED_10 | PDA_SPEED_100 | PDA_SPEED_1000

PDA_LAN_DUPLEX duplex - PDA_DUPLEX_HALF | PDA_DUPLEX_FULL
PDA_BOOLEAN force

- PDA_TRUE force speed, duplex, disable autonegotiation
PDA_FALSE enable autonegotiation.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.9.3.

pda_lan_get_config

Retrieve the configuration from the defined LAN interface.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_get_config(int handle, PDA_NETWORK_PORT port, PDA_LAN_SPEED *speed,
PDA_LAN_DUPLEX *duplex, PDA_BOOLEAN *force);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_NETWORK_PORT port - PDA_PD_PORT | PDA_LAN_PORT
PDA_LAN_SPEED *speed

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the speed in.

PDA_LAN_DUPLEX *duplex - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the duplex in.
PDA_BOOLEAN *force

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the force flag in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.9.4.

pda_lan_get_mac_addr

Retrieve the MAC address from the defined LAN port.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_get_mac_addr(int handle, PDA_NETWORK_PORT port, unsigned char *addr);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_NETWORK_PORT port - PDA_PD_PORT | PDA_LAN_PORT
unsigned char *addr

- pointer to an unsigned char array that must be at least 6-bytes long. The MAC
address will be returned in network byte order.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.9.5.

pda_lan_modify_mac_addr_root

Allows the MAC addresses for the connected instrument to be configured with unique values. The MAC address is 6
bytes long. Bytes 0, 1, 2, and 5 are fixed and cannot be altered. Bytes 3 and 4 can be assigned unique values, to allow
more than one PDA-600 to be connected to the same subnet (commonly, the LAN port).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_modify_mac_addr_root(int handle, unsigned char b3, unsigned char b4);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

unsigned char *b3 - define the value that will be used as MAC[3].
unsigned char *b4 - define the value that will be used as MAC[4].
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.9.6.

pda_send_packet

Transmits a frame from the defined LAN interface.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_send_packet(int handle, PDA_NETWORK_PORT port, unsigned char *pPkt,
unsigned short lenPkt);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_NETWORK_PORT port - PDA_PD_PORT | PDA_LAN_PORT
unsigned char *pPkt

- pointer to an array of bytes that contain the packet to be transmitted. MUST be at
least lenPkt bytes long. Do NOT include a CRC, as it will be calculated by the library
as the packet is transmitted. The contents of this array must be the packet in binary
format (NOT ASCII hex, which some of the LLDP functions return).

unsigned short lenPkt

- the length of the packet to be transmitted. Range 64..1514 bytes

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.9.7.

pda_lan_version

Queries the defined instrument for version information.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_version (int handle, char * fw_ver, int len_fw_ver, char * hw_ver, int len_hw_ver);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

char * fw_ver

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store the version string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters. MUST be at least len_fw_ver long.

int len_fw_ver

- length of each of the character arrays pointed to by *fw_ver. Min 5 bytes.

double * hw_ver

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store the version string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters. MUST be at least len_hw_ver long.

int len_hw_ver

- length of each of the character arrays pointed to by *hw_ver. Min 5 bytes.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.9.8.

pda_lan_set_connection

Configure the state of the LAN switch in the defined instrument. The RJ-45 jacks can be connected to either the
onboard LAN switch or passively connected together (to support higher link rates such as 2.5G).
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, tbd).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_set_connection(int handle, PDA_LAN_CONNECTION connection);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LAN_CONNECTION connection - PDA_LAN_CONNECT_THRU | PDA_LAN_CONNECT_INSTRUMENT
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.9.9.

pda_lan_get_connection

Queries the defined instrument for the state of the LAN switch.
This function will only work with Hardware version 2 or later instruments (PDA-602B, tbd).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lan_get_connection(int handle, PDA_LAN_CONNECTION *connection);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LAN_CONNECTION *connection - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the LAN switch state in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.

LLDP Control

NOTE: access to the LLDP functions requires that the LLDP-at feature be enabled in the instrument (PDA-602. PDA604). For the PDA-604, the optional LLDP-bt feature must be enabled to provide access to the extended Power via
MDI TLV defined by the 802.3bt specification.
5.10.1.

pda_config_lldp

Initializes the TEST LAN interface to support LLDP, and sets internal API variables to default values. This function is
called internally by the API library when affected LLDP functions are called for the first time. It can be called
explicitly to return the internal configuration to a default state.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_config_lldp (int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.2.

pda_lldp_clear_rx

Clears the RX buffer in the underlying PD Network interface, and sets the received frame count in the API library to 0.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_clear_rx (int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.3.

pda_lldp_set_alloc_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value field in a Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted by the
PDA-600. This value will be used the next time the LLDP trace responds to a changed request from the PD. To force
the value to be used when the next LLDPDU is transmitted (out-of-band, not in response to a PD request), either at the
beginning on an LLDP trace (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to PDA_TRUE), or when an LLDPDU
is manually sent (pda_send_lldpdu), you must also call pda_lldp_set_alloc_for_tlv_pwr.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alloc_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.4.

pda_lldp_get_alloc_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value field in the Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted by
the PDA-600 in response to a changed request from a PD when an LLDP trace is running.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alloc_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.5.

pda_lldp_set_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Force the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value field in the next Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted
by the PDA-600. To set the value that will be transmitted in the allocated power field of an LLDPDU sent in response
to a changed power request during negotiation with a PD, see pda_lldp_set_alloc_pwr.
For example, this function is used to set the allocated power field of the first LLDPDU that will be transmitted by the
instrument when a “power adjust” trace is started (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to PDA_TRUE).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.6.

pda_lldp_get_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value field in the next Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted
by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.7.

pda_lldp_set_request_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PSE requested power value field in the next Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted by
the PDA-600.
NOTE: this value is normally set to the last value transmitted by the PD connected to the TEST port, when that most
recent LLDPDU was received and parsed. This function is provided to allow that value to be overridden, but should
not be used under normal circumstances.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_request_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.8.

pda_lldp_get_request_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE requested power value field in the Power-Via-MDI TLV transmitted by
the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_request_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.9.

pda_lldp_set_ttl

Sets the value that will be used in the value field in the next Time To Live TLV transmitted by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_ttl (int handle, int ttl);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int ttl

- time, in seconds. Range is 0 – 3600.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.10. pda_lldp_get_ttl

Queries the value that will be used in the value field in the Time To Live TLV transmitted by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_ttl (int handle, int *ttl);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *ttl

- pointer to a 4-byte integer that the time value will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.11. pda_lldp_set_src_addr

Sets the source address field value to be used the next time an LLDPDU is transmitted by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_src_addr (int handle, char *addr);
Parameters
int handle
char *addr

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- pointer to an array declared as char[13]. This array should be set to the source address using
ASCII hex values, 2 characters per byte, and should be organized in the exact order for the bytes to
be transmitted in the header of the LLDPDU (Network byte order). The source address must be
exactly 12 bytes long, and the last byte in the array should be set to ‘\0’, to correctly NULL
terminate the string.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.12. pda_lldp_get_src_addr

Queries the value that will be used in the source address field in the next LLDPDU transmitted by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_src_addr (int handle, char *addr);
Parameters
int handle
char *addr

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- pointer to an array declared as char[13]. The address will be stored in the array as ASCII hex
values, 2 characters per byte.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.13. pda_lldp_set_tx_period

Sets the time in-between each LLDPDU transmission performed by the PDA-600. This time is only used when an
LLDP trace is running – see pda_start_lldp_trace.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_tx_period (int handle, int txPeriod);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int txPeriod

- time, in seconds. Range is 0 – 30.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.14. pda_lldp_get_tx_period

Queries the time that will elapse in-between each LLDPDU transmission performed by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_tx_period (int handle, int *txPeriod);
Parameters
int handle- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
int *txPeriod

- pointer to a 4-byte integer that the time setting will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.15. pda_lldp_set_response_time

Sets the time that the PDA-600 will wait after receiving an LLDPDU containing a Power-Via-MDI TLV containing a
changed request power value before transmitting an LLDPDU. This time is only used when an LLDP trace is running
– see pda_start_lldp_trace.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_response_time (int handle, int time);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int time

- time, in seconds. Range is 1 – 20.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.16. pda_lldp_get_response_time

Queries the time that will be enforced in-between each LLDPDU reception and transmission performed by the PDA600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_response_time (int handle, int *time);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

int *time

- pointer to a 4-byte integer that the time setting will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.17. pda_lldp_set_grant_behavior

Sets the grant behavior that will be used during an LLDP trace performed by the PDA-600. Note that the alloc power
value must be > the defined requested power value for GRANT_REQUEST or GRANT_MAX to be honored. If alloc is <
requested power, the power grant will be clipped to the defined alloc level.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_grant_behavior (int handle, PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR behavior);
Parameters
int handle - the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR behavior – GRANT_REQUEST | GRANT_MAX | GRANT_BELOW_REQUEST.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.18. pda_lldp_get_grant_behavior

Queries the grant behavior that will be used during an LLDP trace performed by the PDA-600.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_grant_behavior (int handle, PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR *behavior);
Parameters
int handle - the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
PDA_LLDP_GRANT_BEHAVIOR *behavior - pointer to a 4-byte integer to store the grant behavior setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.19. pda_get_lldpdu

Retrieve the next LLDPDU received from the PD Network interface.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_lldpdu(int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *pPktAvail, unsigned char *pPkt,
unsigned short *pLenPkt, PDA_BOOLEAN rawPkt);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN *pPktAvail - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the packet available flag in. Will indicate
PDA_TRUE if a packet was available, PDA_FALSE if no packet was available.
unsigned char *pPkt

- pointer to an array of bytes that will be used to store the received packet. MUST be at
least *pLenPkt bytes long. The required length is a function of the rawPkt flag setting.
The ASCII text representation will be longer (therefore require more characters) than
the raw packet. See Packet Length Notes below.

unsigned short *pLenPkt

- pointer to a 2-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location
should contain a value that defines the length of the array pPkt[]. On return, it will be
used to store the length of the packet data that is being returned in pPkt[].

PDA_BOOLEAN rawPkt

- PDA_TRUE indicates that the raw packet should be returned. PDA_FALSE
indicates that the packet should be parsed, and the resulting ASCII text representation
should be returned.

Packet Length Notes
The longest packet that should ever be returned by the PD Network Interface is 1518 bytes. When the rawPkt flag is set
to PDA_TRUE, the packet will be returned as ASCII hex, which requires 2 characters per byte. In this case, the pPkt[ ]
buffer will need to be [(2 * 1518) + 1] bytes in length (the additional byte is to provide space for the C NULL
termination at the end of the resulting character string).
If rawPkt flag is set to PDA_FALSE, the function will return an ASCII character string that contains all of the
information parsed from the LLDPDU. TLVs that the parser recognizes will include assigned field names and values,
while any TLV that is not recognized will be described with Type, Length, and Value, where Value will be ASCII hex.
To-date, during development, no LLDPDU has been encountered that came close to 4096 bytes in length when parsed
into this human readable form, so that should be a sufficient buffer size.
Note that the function will check the length of the response being synthesized against the length of the buffer passed in,
and if the available space is exceeded, will return an error.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.20. pda_get_power_via_mdi_info

Retrieve the field values from the Power-Via-MDI TLV contained in the next LLDPDU received from the PD Network
interface.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_power_via_mdi_info(int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *pPktAvail, unsigned char *portClass,
unsigned char *pseMdiSup, unsigned char * pseMdiPwrState,
unsigned char *psePairsCtl, unsigned char *psePwrPair,
unsigned char *pwrClass, unsigned char *pwrType,
unsigned char *pwrSrc, unsigned char *pwrPriority,
double *request, double *alloc, char *buf, unsigned short *lenBuf);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN *pPktAvail - pointer to location to 4-byte integer location to store the packet available flag in.
Will indicate PDA_TRUE if a packet was available, PDA_FALSE if no packet was
available.
unsigned char *portClass

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the portClass value.

unsigned char *pseMdiSup

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pseMdiSup value.

unsigned char *pseMdiPwrState - pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pseMdiPwrState value.
unsigned char *psePairsCtl

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the psePairsCtl value.

unsigned char *psePwrPair

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the psePwrPair value.

unsigned char *pwrClass

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pwrClass value.

unsigned char *pwrType

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pwrType value.

unsigned char *pwrSrc

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pwrSrc value.

unsigned char *pwrPriority

- pointer to a byte that will be used to store the pwrPriority value.

double *request

- pointer to an 8-byte double where the requested power will be stored.

double *alloc

- pointer to an 8-byte double where the allocated power will be stored.

char *buf

- pointer to an array of bytes used to store the field values in CSV ASCII format.
MUST be at least *lenBuf bytes long.

unsigned short * lenBuf

- pointer to a 2-byte integer location. When the function is called, this location should
contain a value that defines the length of the array buf[]. On return, it will be used to
store the length of the ASCII data that is being returned in buf[].

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.21. pda_lldpd_parse_raw_pkt

Parse a raw LLDPDU, returning the TLVs in a human readable form.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_parse_raw_pkt(unsigned char *pPkt, unsigned short lenPkt, char *buf, int *lenBuf);
Parameters
unsigned char *pPkt

- pointer to an array of bytes that contains the LLDPDU to be parsed. MUST be at least
LenPkt bytes long. The packet must be formatted as ASCII hex, where each binary
byte is represented by two ASCII characters.

unsigned short lenPkt

- 2-byte integer that defines the length of pPkt[].

char *buf

- pointer to an array of bytes that will be used to return the parsed information, which
will be an ASCII character string that contains all of the information parsed from the
LLDPDU. TLVs that the parser recognizes will include assigned field names and
values, while any TLV that is not recognized will be described with Type, Length, and
Value, where Value will be ASCII hex.

int *lenBuf

- pointer to 4-byte integer. On entry, this must contain the length of buf[]. On return,
it will be set to the length of the ASCII string that was produced by the parser.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.22. pda_send_lldpdu

Transmits an LLDPDU packet from the PD Network interface. The LLDPDU will be constructed using the values
stored for handle in API memory (configured with the various pda_lldp_set* functions).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_send_lldpdu(int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.

5.10.23. pda_start_lldpd_trace

Starts a free running process that periodically checks for LLDPDUs received by the PD Network interface, and
transmits LLDPDU packets from the PD Network interface. The transmitted LLDPDU will be constructed using the
values stored for handle in API memory. Prints received and transmitted Power-Via-MDI TLV information to stdout,
and optionally stores those output strings in path, if a non-NULL path is defined when the function is called.
The LLDP trace runs in a separate control flow called a thread, and the function pda_stop_lldp_trace must be called to
terminate this thread when the trace is no longer required.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_start_lldpd_trace(int handle, char *path, PDA_BOOLEAN inhibitPwrInit,
PDA_BOOLEAN inhbtConsoleMsgs);
Parameters
int handle
char *path

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).
- pointer to a character array that contains a NULL terminated string that defines the
path to a file to store the LLDP trace in. This parameter should be set to NULL if no
output file is desired.

PDA_BOOLEAN inhibitPwrInit - flag that allows the caller to control whether or not the request and alloc fields
contained in a persistent data structure are initialized to default values when the
function is called. This control is provided to allow a 2 nd or Nth trace to be started with
the DUT remaining powered on, starting from the LLDP conditions from the last
exchange with the DUT. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.
PDA_BOOLEAN inhbtConsoleMsgs - allows the caller to control whether or not messages are written to stdout while
the trace is running. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.24. pda_stop_lldpd_trace

Stops the free running process that periodically checks for LLDPDUs received from the TEST LAN port, and transmits
LLDPDU packets from the TEST LAN interface.
NOTE: be aware that the LLDP trace is running in a separate control flow called a thread. The exit from the thread
may be delayed by up to 3 seconds following return from this function, if the underlying LLDP trace just started an
LLDPDU transmit when pda_stop_lldp_trace is called. The function pda_lldp_get_status can be used to determine
when the trace has actually stopped.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_stop_lldpd_trace(int handle);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.25. pda_lldp_get_status

Query the instrument for the state of the LLDP trace, and the count of the number of LLDPDUs received by the PD
Network interface.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_status (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *traceRunning, int * rxCount);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN * traceRunning - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the trace status information in. Will
indicate PDA_TRUE if the trace is running, PDA_FALSE if the trace is not running.
int *rxCount

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the frame count in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.26. pda_lldp_open_named_pipe

Open a named pipe that the LLDP trace will write messages to, while active (see pda_start_lldpd_trace).
This mechanism can be used to access the trace data as it is being produced, when using the API from an application
that does not have access to stdout (for example, any program running under the Windows subsystem). Applications
that are running in a console window that has access to stdout do not need to use this – unless inhibited by setting
inhbtConsoleMsgs to PDA_TRUE when starting the trace, the trace output messages will be printed to the console.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_open_named_pipe (char *pipeName);
Parameters
char * pipeName

- pointer to a character string that contains the path to the named pipe to be opened.
The path on a PC running Windows takes the form "\\\\.\\pipe\\mynamedpipe",
where the ‘\’ characters in the string must be escaped to end up with the correct
actual path \\.\pipe\mynamedpipe.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.27. pda_lldp_close_named_pipe

Closes a named pipe that was opened by calling pda_lldp_open_named_pipe.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_close_named_pipe (void);
Parameters
None
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.28. pda_lldp_set_tlv_version

Defines which version of the Power via MDI to transmit. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the
instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_tlv_version (int handle, PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION version);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION version - LLDP_802DOT3_AT_TLV | LLDP_802DOT3_BT_TLV
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.29. pda_lldp_get_tlv_version

Queries which version of the Power via MDI the API is configured to transmit for the defined instrument. Requires that
the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_tlv_version (int handle, PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION *version);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LLDP_TLV_VERSION *version - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.30. pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative A field in an 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. This value will be used the next time the LLDP trace responds to a changed
request from the PD. To force the value to be used when the next LLDPDU is transmitted (out-of-band, not in response
to a PD request), either at the beginning on an LLDP trace (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to
PDA_TRUE), or when an LLDPDU is manually sent (pda_send_lldpdu), you must also call
pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_for_tlv_pwr. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 49.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.31. pda_lldp_get_alt_a_alloc_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative A field in the 802.3bt version PowerVia-MDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600 in response to a changed request from a PD when an LLDP trace is
running. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_a_alloc_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.32. pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative B field in an 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. This value will be used the next time the LLDP trace responds to a changed
request from the PD. To force the value to be used when the next LLDPDU is transmitted (out-of-band, not in response
to a PD request), either at the beginning on an LLDP trace (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to
PDA_TRUE), or when an LLDPDU is manually sent (pda_send_lldpdu), you must also call
pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_for_tlv_pwr. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 49.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.33. pda_lldp_get_alt_b_alloc_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative B field in the 802.3bt version PowerVia-MDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600 in response to a changed request from a PD when an LLDP trace is
running. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_b_alloc_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.34. pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Force the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative A field in the next 802.3at Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. To set the value that will be transmitted in the allocated power field of an
LLDPDU sent in response to a changed power request during negotiation with a PD, see pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_pwr.
For example, this function is used to set the allocated power field of the first LLDPDU that will be transmitted by the
instrument when a “power adjust” trace is started (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to PDA_TRUE).
Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_a_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.35. pda_lldp_get_alt_a_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative A field in the next 802.3bt Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_a_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.36. pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Force the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative B field in the next 802.3at Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. To set the value that will be transmitted in the allocated power field of an
LLDPDU sent in response to a changed power request during negotiation with a PD, see
pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_pwr.
For example, this function is used to set the allocated power field of the first LLDPDU that will be transmitted by the
instrument when a “power adjust” trace is started (see pda_start_lldpd_trace with inhibitPwrInit set to PDA_TRUE).
Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_b_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.37. pda_lldp_get_alt_b_alloc_for_tlv_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE allocated power value Alternative A field in the next 802.3bt Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_b_alloc_for_tlv_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.

5.10.38. pda_lldp_set_alt_a_request_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PD requested power value Mode A field in the next 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
NOTE: this value is normally set to the last value transmitted by the PD connected to the TEST port, when that most
recent LLDPDU was received and parsed. This function is provided to allow that value to be overridden, but should
not be used under normal circumstances.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_a_request_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.39. pda_lldp_get_alt_a_request_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PD requested power value Mode A field in the 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_a_request_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.40. pda_lldp_set_alt_b_request_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PD requested power value Mode B field in the next 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
NOTE: this value is normally set to the last value transmitted by the PD connected to the TEST port, when that most
recent LLDPDU was received and parsed. This function is provided to allow that value to be overridden, but should
not be used under normal circumstances.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_alt_b_request_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.41. pda_lldp_get_alt_b_request_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PD requested power value Mode B field in the 802.3bt version Power-ViaMDI TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
NOTE: use of this parameter requires that the PDA-600 be running Dual-signature LAN firmware (see
pda_lan_load_firmware).
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_alt_b_request_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.42. pda_lldp_set_max_available_pwr

Sets the value that will be used in the PSE maximum available power field in the next 802.3bt version Power-Via-MDI
TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_max_available_pwr (int handle, double power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double power

- power level, in watts. Range is 0.1 – 99.9.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.43. pda_lldp_get_max_available_pwr

Queries the value that will be used in the PSE maximum available power field in the 802.3bt version Power-Via-MDI
TLV transmitted by the PDA-600. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_max_available_pwr (int handle, double *power);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double *power

- pointer to an 8-byte double that the power level will be stored in.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.44. pda_lldp_set_bt_pse_type

Defines the Power Type ext field value for an 802.3bt Power via MDI. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in
the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_bt_pse_type (int handle, PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE type - LLDP_TYPE3_PSE | LLDP_TYPE4_PSE
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.45. pda_lldp_get_bt_pse_type

Queries the Power Type ext field value of the 802.3bt Power via MDI the API is configured to transmit for the defined
instrument. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_bt_pse_type (int handle, PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE *type);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_LLDP_PSE_TYPE *type - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.46. pda_lldp_set_autoclass_support

Defines the PSE Autoclass support field value for an 802.3bt Power via MDI. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be
enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_autoclass_support (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN supp);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN supp - PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.10.47. pda_lldp_get_autoclass_support

Queries the PSE Autoclass support field value of the 802.3bt Power via MDI the API is configured to transmit for the
defined instrument. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_autoclass_support (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *supp);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN *supp - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.48. pda_lldp_set_autoclass_completed

Defines the PSE Autoclass completed field value for an 802.3bt Power via MDI. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be
enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_set_autoclass_completed (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN state - PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.10.49. pda_lldp_get_autoclass_completed

Queries the PSE Autoclass completed field value of the 802.3bt Power via MDI the API is configured to transmit for
the defined instrument. Requires that the LLDP-bt feature be enabled in the instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_lldp_get_autoclass_completed (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN * state);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN * state - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the setting in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.11.

Miscellaneous Control

5.11.1.

pda_get_error_msg

Retrieves the error message string from the last function call. If the last call did not encounter any errors, this message
will be “No error.”.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_error_msg(char *buf, int buf_len);
Parameters
char * buf

int buf_len

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store a string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters.
- length of the character array pointed to by *buf. The length of the buffer should be >
PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG.

Returns
PDA_OK.
5.11.2.

pda_get_results_path

Retrieves the path to the results directory for the instrument identified by handle. Refer to the PDA-602A Technical
Reference Manual section titled “Directory and File Organization” for information regarding the results directory.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_results_path(int handle, char *path, int lenPath);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

char * path

- pointer to a contiguous block of memory to store the path string in, where the string is a NULL
terminated array of 7-bit ASCII characters.

int lenPath

- length of the character array pointed to by *path.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.

5.11.3.

pda_reset

Resets the defined instrument.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_reset (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN finishBoot);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN finishBoot - controls whether or not to send the “finish boot” command to the instrument controller
after reset has been asserted. PDA_TRUE | PDA_FALSE.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.11.4.

pda_update_fw

Loads a firmware update in the defined instrument.
NOTE: if this function is used, it MUST be allowed to run through to completion. If it is interrupted, the instrument
can be left in a non-functional state. If this occurs, contact Sifos technical support for assistance.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_update_fw (int handle, PDA_FW_TARGET target, char * fw_path);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_FW_TARGET target - PDA_INST_CTRL
char * fw_path

- NULL terminated C string that defines the path to the file containing the firmware image.

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
5.11.5.

pda_get_version

Queries the defined instrument for version information.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_get_version (int handle, double * sw_ver, double * fw_ver, int * hw_ver, int * usb_speed,
int * usb_hw_ver, double * lib_ver,
double * usb_lib_ver, long * usb_driver_ver);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

double * sw_ver

- pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the PDA-600 API library version in.

double * fw_ver

- pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the PDA-600 Test Card firmware version in.

int * hw_ver

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the PDA-600 Test Card hardware version in.

int * usb_speed

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the USB interface’s reported speed in.

int * usb_hw_ver

- pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the PDA-600 USB Interface hardware version in
(NOTE: this is the upper byte from the Device Descriptor bcdDevice field).

double * lib_ver

- pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the API library version in.

double * usb_lib_ver - pointer to an 8-byte double location to store the Sifos USB library version in.
long * usb_driver_ver - pointer to a 4-byte long location to store the 3rd party USB driver version in.
NOTE: starting in version 1.16, the value stored in lib_ver was changed to pack the 4 field standard Windows style
version in. A macro has been provided that can be used to unpack this value (defined in section 4.2):

UNPACK_PDA600_VERSION(lib_ver,major,minor,version,build)
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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5.11.6.

pda_query_feature

Query the instrument to check the state of the defined feature.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_query_feature(int handle, PDA_FEATURE feature, PDA_BOOLEAN *enabled);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_FEATURE feature - PDA_FEATURE_LLDP | PDA_FEATURE_TYPE1_CT | PDA_FEATURE_TYPE2_CT |
PDA_FEATURE_STREAM | PDA_FEATURE_4PAIR | PDA_FEATURE_BT_CT |
PDA_FEATURE_LLDP_BT | PDA_FEATURE_LAN_THRU | PDA_FEATURE_TYPE34
PDA_BOOLEAN *status - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the feature state in.
Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.

5.11.7.

pda_selftest

Performs a selftest on the defined instrument.
NOTE: there should not be anything connected to the PD RJ-45 jack while the selftest is running.
Function Signature
int CALL_CONV pda_selftest (int handle, PDA_BOOLEAN *status, char *resultsBuf, int lenResultsBuf);
Parameters
int handle

- the handle to a specific PDA-600, returned by pda_connect (or pda_connect_dev).

PDA_BOOLEAN *status - pointer to a 4-byte integer location to store the overall test status in.
char *resultsBuf

- pointer to a character array to store a human readable test results string in. This array
should be at least PDA_SELFTEST_RESULTS_LEN bytes long, and MUST be at least
resultsBuf bytes long.

int lenResultsBuf

- the length of resultsBuf[].

Returns
PDA_OK | PDA_ERROR. If the value PDA_ERROR is returned, the function pda_get_error_msg can be used to
retrieve a message that describes the error. NOTE: the error message will be overwritten when the next pda_xxx
function is called, so pda_get_error_msg should be called immediately when this function returns an error status.
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6.

Working With Languages Other Than C

6.1.

VB.NET

There are type differences in VB .NET that you will need to keep in mind:
Table 6-1

API Type

VB .NET Type

int

Integer

char *

System.Text.StringBuilder

Special consideration must be given to passing strings that need to be written to by the API function. The string MUST
be declared using the System.Text.StringBuilder object, with a defined length. For example:

Dim strBuffer As System.Text.StringBuilder = _
New System.Text.StringBuilder(PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG)
The DLL runtime has no way to determine the length of space that has actually been allocated for a string, so for any
API call that includes a string that will be written to by the API function, there will be a corresponding argument that is
used to pass the length of the string to the API function.
The value passed to the API function MUST accurately define the length, or you WILL encounter runtime errors
related to illegal memory location access.
Visual Basic .NET compatible definitions and function declarations are located in the source module PDA600API.vb
(furnished with the VisualBasic example).
Parameters that are only passed in to API functions, and are not used to return values, are declared as being passed
“ByVal”.
Most parameters that are passed to API functions for the purpose of being used to return values are declared as being
passed “ByRef”. The exception to this is when passing strings. As discussed above in Type Differences, it is
necessary to use fixed length strings allocated in VB as the storage location for any value that is to be returned by the
API library. These strings are passed “ByVal”, even though they are being written to by the underlying library
functions.
For example, this function accepts the string path as an input, but does not write to that string:
Declare Function pda_write_trace_to_file Lib "PDA600API.dll" (ByVal path As System.Text.StringBuilder, _
ByVal trace_type As PDA_TRACE_TYPE, ByRef time As Double, ByRef meas As Double, _
ByVal num_points As Integer) As Integer
This function writes characters to the string buf that is passed in:
Declare Function pda_get_error_msg Lib "PDA600API.dll" (ByVal buf As System.Text.StringBuilder, _
ByVal buf_len As Integer) As Integer
The variable to be passed as buf needs to be declared with space already allocated:
dim buf as System.Text.StringBuilder = New System.Text.StringBuilder (PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG)
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6.2.

C#

There are type differences in C# that you will need to keep in mind:
Table 6-2

API Type

C# Type

int

Int32

char *

System.Text.StringBuilder

Special consideration must be given to passing strings that need to be written to by the API function. The string MUST
be declared using the System.Text.StringBuilder object, with a defined length. For example:

StringBuilder szErrStr = new StringBuilder(PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG);
The DLL runtime has no way to determine the length of space that has actually been allocated for a string, so for any
API call that includes a string that will be written to by the API function, there will be a corresponding argument that is
used to pass the length of the string to the API function.
The value passed to the API function MUST accurately define the length, or you WILL encounter runtime errors
related to illegal memory location access.
A number of methods that perform configuration or status queries include the “ref” modifier keyword for parameters
that will be filled in by the underlying API function. When these methods are called, the calling context must include
the “ref” keyword with the related parameters.
C# compatible definitions, and a class containing enumerations and methods for each of the API functions are located
in the source module PDA600API.cs (furnished with the C_sharp example).

6.3.

LabView

The functions in PDA600API.dll are accessed via VIs which contain Call Library Function nodes wired up to
LabView objects that represent the correct type for each terminal of the VI. VIs have been created for many API
function, and are furnished with the LabView example.
The table below shows the cross reference of API to LabView types that you will need to keep in mind when defining
pass parameters on the Parameters tab of the Call Library Function Configure… dialog:
Table 6-3

API Type
double

LabView Type
Numeric

LabView Data Type
8-byte Double

int

Numeric

Signed 32-bit Integer

Enum, such as
PDA_CLASS_NUM

Numeric

Signed 32-bit Integer
or
Unsigned 32-bit Int.

char *

String

C String Pointer

Pass
Value (for set
function)
Pointer to Value (for
meas or get functions)
Value (for set
function)
Pointer to Value (for
meas or get functions)
Value (for set
function)
Pointer to Value (for
meas or get functions)
-

C char array parameters are defined for the Call Library Function as Type = String, String Format = C String
Pointer.
When passing a string that needs to be written to by an API function, the Minimum Size field MUST be used to define
the length of that string.
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The DLL runtime has no way to determine the length of space that has actually been allocated for a string, so for any
API call that includes a string that will be written to by the API function, there will be a corresponding argument that is
used to pass the length of the string to the API function.
The value passed to the API function MUST accurately define the length, or you will most likely encounter runtime
errors related to illegal memory location access. For example, the size to use for the LabView string passed to the
function pda_get_error_msg is defined by the macro PDA_LEN_ERR_MSG, located in the header file
PDA600API.h.
When the parameter being passed to an API function is an array, it is also necessary to correctly specify the length of
that array when the associated parameter is defined on the Parameters tab of the Call Library Function dialog. The
furnished VIs that define array parameters set the Minimum Size field to the name of the parameter that is used to
define the length of the array (for example, the len_meas parameter in PDA_WaitForMeterReady.vi.
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7.

Example Code

7.1.

Introduction

The general form of most of the examples will show you how to:

Initialize the API library

Connect to an instrument

Configure the instrument (Alt, Polarity, Voltage Source level)

Perform Rdet, Cdet, and Class measurements

Power up the DUT

Perform Voltage, Current, and Trace measurements
All of the examples will require PDA600API.dll, which itself has various dependencies. The API and related DLLs are
located under:
On a 32-bit PC:
C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600\bin
On a 64-bit PC:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600\bin
You can either set the working directory to the platform specific location listed above when running your application,
or you can add the platform specific directory to your PATH environment variable, which will allow the DLLs to be
located at runtime by standard Windows search rules.

7.2.

C

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\C
The C example is furnished as a Visual Studio 2005 C project. You will potentially need to use:
Tools=>Options=>Projects and Solutions=>VC++ directories
to define where the compiler can find the Include files and Library files.
On a 32-bit PC, the files will be located under:
C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600\include
C:\Program Files\Sifos\PDA600\lib
On a 64-bit PC, the files will be located under:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600\include
C:\Program Files (x86)\Sifos\PDA600\lib
To run the example from the Visual Studio IDE in Debug mode, use the Project’s Property dialog to set
Debugging=>Working Directory to the platform dependent bin directory (see the information above, in the topic
Introduction at the beginning of this section).

7.3.

C#

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\C_sharp
The C_sharp example is furnished as a Visual Studio 2005 C# project.
To run the example from the Visual Studio IDE in Debug mode, use the Project’s Property dialog to set
Debugging=>Working Directory to the platform dependent bin directory (see the information above, in the topic
Introduction at the beginning of this section).
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7.4.

LabView

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\LabView
Successfully running the example program PDA600API_LabView_Example.vi requires that the PATH environment
variable include the correct platform dependent bin directory (see the information above, in the topic Introduction at
the beginning of this section).
7.4.1.

Front Panel

The front panel of the LabView example is shown in Figure 7-1.

Figure 7-1

The API library needs to be loaded, and the initial connection to the PDA-600 established, before any actions can be
performed with the instrument. Each VI that encapsulates a function call in the API library requires an input that
defines the path to the DLL file that contains that function call. Note that there is a Path String object located at the
upper left of the Front Panel, which must be set to the path to the DLL on your system (see the path information above,
in the topic Introduction at the beginning of this section).
7.4.2.

Block Diagram, LabView DLL Loading and Unloading

The beginning of the block diagram for the example program is shown in Figure 7-2. In this view, the False case of the
Case structure that contains the VI that establishes the connection to the instrument is shown. Since the API library has
not yet been initialized, the additional call to PDA_Initialize is included. If this program is run more than once, the
LabView environment will keep the DLL loaded in memory, and as a result, during the second..n th execution, the API
will already have been initialized. The True case to handle the already initialized condition is shown in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-2

Figure 7-3

The great majority of API library functions return an error status, which is provided as an output terminal from each of
the furnished VIs, connected to the function return value provided by the Call Function object contained in each VI.
This value should be tested after each VI has executed, and if the return value ≠ 0, the API library should be
interrogated for the related error message. The example program checks the return value after each VI completes
execution, and will cause the Case structure shown in Figure 7-4 to be executed if the return value ≠ 0.

Figure 7-4
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7.4.3.

VIs and LabView Execution Sequence Control

The API library functions must be called one at a time, and a called function must execute to completion and return
before the next function call is performed. It is this authors understanding that a LabView program containing
unconstrained objects will nominally execute from left to right, and top to bottom, in terms of the object locations on
the Block diagram. This execution will be constrained by data becoming available on a given wire interconnecting the
nodes shown in the Block diagram.
To insure that the API function calls are correctly sequenced, each VI includes an input terminal that requires an error
Cluster that matches the type of the error in terminal of the Call Function object, and an output terminal that matches
the type of the error out terminal of the Call Function object. The front panel and the associated Block diagram of an
example VI are shown in Figure 7-5. The VIs should be wired as shown in the example program, with the ErrOut
terminal from the first VI to be executed connected to the ErrIn terminal of the next VI to be executed, and so on for
each additional VI to be executed.

Figure 7-5

Please note that that the example program is wired to implement the concepts of error checking and sequence control –
a skilled LabView programmer may be able to architect their program much more efficiently than the manner in which
the example is formed (feedback is welcomed).
7.4.1.

Waiting for Measurements to Complete

Some of the meters available via the API will ‘block’ when called, and will not return until the measurement has
completed (for example, the DC voltage meter, accessed via PDA_MeasVdc.vi). Other meters take varying lengths of
time to complete their measurement, with the actual length of time dependent on how the meter is configured. To
support this behavior, those meters return a state that indicates what the meter is doing at the completion of the
associated API function call (PDA_ARMED, PDA_MEASURING, or PDA_READY). The VIs listed below are
associated with meters that exhibit this behavior. A service function is provided by the API to handle the mechanics of
checking for the measurement to have completed, and can be accessed using the VI PDA_WaitForMeterReady.vi.






PDA_MeasCdet.vi
PDA_MeasRdet.vi
PDA_MeasIclass.vi
PDA_MeasTrace.vi
PDA_MeasIVTrace.vi
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The PDA_WaitForMeterReady service function is written to be able to support any of the meters listed above, so
includes various output terminals that may or may not be used, depending on the meter. The front panel is shown in
Figure 7-6, and the mapping between the API meter function’s pass parameters and the related
PDA_WaitForMeterReady.vi output terminals is shown in Table 7-1.

Figure 7-6
Table 7-1

VI
PDA_MeasCdet
PDA_MeasRdet
PDA_MeasIclass
PDA_MeasTrace
PDA_MeasIVTrace

meas
Cdet
Rdet
Iclass[ ]
Values[ ]
Voltage[ ]

len_meas
In
1
1
Num_events
Num_points
Num_points

Out
n/a
n/a
Num_events
Num_points
Num_points

timeVals

meas1

classNum

Not used
Not used
Not used
Time[ ]
Time[ ]

Not used
Not used
Imark[ ]
Not used
Current[ ]

Not used
Not used
ClassNum
Not used
Not used

The Trace meters (voltage, current, power, voltage+current) can be configured to trigger based on either Classification
being performed, or on the Source being turned on. The example program contains a segment that demonstrates how to
configure the PDA-600 to perform Classification followed by turning the Source ON (therefore emulating the normal
behavior of a PSE), and how to capture a voltage trace while these operations are being performed. This code segment
from the Block diagram is shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-7
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7.5.

Python

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\Python
The Python example at this time is minimal, and currently contains function definitions that provide the means to load
the PDA600 API DLL, initialize the API, connect to an instrument, retrieve error messages, and perform example
configuration and query operations. This may be expanded in the future if there is any user interest in this
programming environment.
UPDATE: This example shows how to use the ctypes foreign function library. It is strongly recommended that tkinter
be used to access the Tcl command extensions published for the PDA-600 family. These can all be used directly, with
no need to create additional Python functions to encapsulate access to the C functions in PDA600API.DLL Contact
Sifos for more information.

7.6.

Tcl

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\Tcl
The Tcl example is furnished as a Tcl script that can be executed in either the PDA600 Tcl Console, or PDA600 Wish
Console.

7.7.

VB.NET

Example location: C:\Users\Public\PDA600\Examples\VisualBasic
The Visual Basic example is furnished as a Visual Studio 2005 VB.NET project.
To run the example from the Visual Studio IDE in Debug mode, use the Project’s Property dialog to set
Debugging=>Working Directory to the platform dependent bin directory (see the information above, in the topic
Introduction at the beginning of this section).
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